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Employee
; j ailereation
&c£j ri$ues- afte r
' - lijdifeeciie
By,J0N SILBERSTEBV-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF .
' ' After the all-campus barbecue
behind Roberts Union Saturday, Sept.
¦¦&. two dining service employees got
:
ii
l *> j ntoafistfight.
¦
- ! The female part-time employ ee
Who started the altercation has been
fired:
"f '"""here are ' policies against every
Jdnd of" violence," Director of Dining
{Services VarurtAvasthisaid. "Multiple
tules were flouted by this employee."
' . The female
to emp
be loy ee, who was not
y^cheduled
working Saturday,
*was speaking out of turn to her super** yisbr and misbehaving,Avasthi said.
¦ * ' ¦ .."The supervisor asked her not to
, inter fere with what was going on and
then she threw water on him. Then she
proceeded to punch him," Avasthi
jsaid.
The male employee continued
• about his business and tried to avoid
> the assaulter. He later reported the
.'incident to. the Office of Security,
jAvas'thi said. /
;! The Office of Security turned the
•matter over to Dining Services.
I. "We have disagreements all the
!tinie in . different areas. People j ust
lli
don't always get along. I'm sure it w
;be,.handled properly," Director of
Security Pete Chenevert said.
1¦', "During my three.years, I've never
seen this behavior. It is out of the
norm;' Everyone is aware of the'inddent.and everyone knows the policy,"
Avasthi said.

DAISEYs

* .Mike Daisey '96 ¦
makes his return to
... campus
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By KATE RUSSO

NEWS EDITOR

The issue of diversity has
demanded a lot of attention and provoked ser iou s discussion among
Colby students, faculty and staff.
The State of the College Address on
Tuesday,Sept. 10 was no exception.
The issue was a prevalent topic
for both the speakers', Gretchen
Groggel, president of the Student
Government Association and colby
College President William D.
Adams. .
Groggel, who began the Address;
started by stating th at the constant
ref eren ce to diversity "can make the
term at times seem somewhat
abstract." But in her role as presiBRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO
dent, sh e h opes to remove some of
Groggel
'03 speaks about SGA
that abstraction through action.
agenda.
Groggel believes that there is more
diversity at Colby than meets the
eye, and sh e h as m ade it h er goal "to be voted on. Adams believes the
li approve the requirement .
make all voices heard on campus, Boardlw
Adams also emph asized the role
esp ecially those who go unheard, no
of student life and activities in the
matter how loud they cry out."
Groggel cited the return of the expansion of diversity on campus.
Colby, Bates, Bowdoin Diversity Colby needs "activities which enrich
Conference to the Colby campus and and complicate social and cultural
opportunitne creation or two tasK
ties on camforces: The GLBTTIQ
pus," Adams ,
Task Force and the
said.
Sex ual Assau lt Task .
Adams
Force, which will
ann ounced
ex amine these issu es
and make recommenplans to compile a survey
dations to the adminison social life,
tration.
w hich l
wli be
Adams also spoke
administered
about diversity initiathis fall: The
tives, some of which
j ra j
survey will
Groggel also touched
allow
th e
on, such as the task
College to
forces and the initia— William D. Adams find
"the
tion of first-year diverkind
of
direcsity training, which
Colby College President
tion
we
both said was successshould be moving in," Adams said.
ful.
Adams noted that the addition of
Regarding social life, Adams
a second diversity requirement was noted that resources were added to
passed by the faculty and would be the funds of both the Student
brought to the Board of Trustees to Programming Board and the Pugh

By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
: -During a "housekeeping" meeting of Presidents' Council Sept. 2,
tw o controversial app ointments
wer e
m ade
by
Student

My

sense of
^f-jgf"®m civility is tolerance and resp ect,
and to express it
p recisely in the way
we communicate
-a
with others:

BRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO

William D. Adams addresses the diversity and the Strategic Plan.

Community Board, which he hopes Presiden t of Diversity Initiatives.
will be used to "p rovide more Yasinski, with the help of Professor
opportunities for social interaction of Philosophy Cheshire Calhoun,
on campus not involving alcohol." will be in charge of accountability
For clarification he added, "I do not for the various undertakings dealing
plan to make an alcohol free cam- .with diversity. "This is how we'll
pus , I am happy to kill that rumor know we are doing what we said we
wou ld do," Adams said.
right now."
A dams ended his address by
Adams
appointed
Administrative Vice President Arnie
Continued on Page 3
Yasinski as the Assistant to the

SPB's 'indep endence fro m
SGA sparks changes
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Last spring, the Student
Government Association and the
Student Programming Doard split,
but how SPB will function independently and how both organizations
will interact is yet to be finalized.
The most far-reaching change
created by the split concerns
Commons representation. Under
the new system, each Commons
will have two leaders, as in the past,
but SPI3 programmers will not be
—
elected from each dorm. Instead, an
,t ,"- A day In tlie lif e of
SPB Selection Committee will
*
t
• 'Dr. Ushari
review applications and conduct
Interviews to choose six program. Mahmud.
ming representatives.
"We nre hoping by doing nn
npplicntion process, progrnmming
representatives will be going into
[the position] rcnlly knowing whnt
they nre gelling Into nnd nre trul y
interested in social progrnmming
on campus/' Assistant Director of
Student Activities Lennne Durnhnm
said.
Selections will be done In the
spring of onch yonr, ns opposed to
the fnll elections thnt hove taken
plncc In tho pnst, This year, there
will bo selections In both the M l
nnd in tho spring lo mnlrttnin n con( Colby is home to
stant number of SPB representa'
jj [ "Maine s largest
tives during tho transition.
? . --Castor' ~Ai'alia,
"The now structure of SPB will
In corporate moro students ns decislon-mnkorfl , which I believe will
mmmmmmmammmmmaammmumomm
help to diversify tho progrnmming
^
wo see on enmpus," SGA President
•J Sclllorinla
p g .6
Gretchen
Gmggel sold,
'Studcnte on the Street ,pg ,6
Un der llic now rules, students
BnsBGlt talks
....,.,;*#, 6
living
In
Johnson-Chaplin
Commons could apply to bo progrnmming ropiosontnllvos for Mnry
' ' f

#*-*-- -

B mA IS

SGA passes
controversial
committee
app ointments

allotment for programming is usuLow Commons, Burnham said.
The Mary Low Commons leader ally $90,000, Burnham said.
position has not been filled. SPB
This year, all the money will be
accepted applications from all resi- given to SPB. SPB will then budget
dence halls in the hopes of finding the money at its own discretion.
SPB will not have a treasurer,
the most qualified applicant.
Burnham said.
We are hoping
SPB represento fill the position
tatives do not
with
someone
receive
a
from Mary Low,
but
stipend ,
but if no one is
Commons leadqualified ,
then
ers each get
maybe we'll take
someone
from
$1,000 and the
SPB social and
Johnson-Chaplin ,
cultural chnirs
but we are hoping
get a stipend of
we won't run into
that, However, we
$1,700.
SPB must credon't want to
nle its own conpenalize people
^, other
stitution now
from
Commons, just
thnt the SGA
constitution no
because they don't
longer applies to
live in the correct
Commons ,"
— Gretchen Groggel '03 them.
-Tor this year
Burnham snld.
SGA President
"There is some
we're just workresearch being done to see how ing with n drnft constitution, We're
effective the Commons system Is on j ust using it ns a guideline for this
enmpus by members of the Denn of year because a lot of the stuff that's
Students ' stnff, We're jus t t ryin g to in this year has never been used at
find out If the Commons system ns Colby, It will be voted on In the
established 20 years ngo Is still spring," Burnhnm sa id,
working thnt wny today nnd If not
Because SPB will not have n forwhnt could bo done to mnke it ma] constitution until later this
work, or Is }t still npccssnry. How yonr, mnny chnnges will have to
could wo mnko it bost-fit Colby, or wnit until tho spring or oven next
y/hnt best fits Colby," Burnham year to be enacted, '
snld,
The SPB's now constitution will
SPB's budget comes from SGA. hopefully dofino members' p osiIn the pnst, 32 percent of tho SGA tions more clearly than In tho past,
bu dget was given to SPB nnd vari- but this year, for exampl e, Cultural
ous other progrnmming bodies Choir Andrea Broou '03 and Social
such ns th o Mnry Low Coffeehouse Choir Thomas Jackson '03 will conrtd Joseph Fam i ly Spn, This per- cholr SPB |n addition to thoir other
centage will remain the snmo unless
SGA chnnges Its constitution , Tho
Continued on Pngo 4

rv " The new
^
structure of
SPB will incorp orate
more students as
decision-makers,
which J believe will
help to diversify
the p rogram ming
we see on
mt WJ
camp us.

Government Association executives. The appointments were
passed, without community input,
in order to allow clubs and commit tees to begin functionin g as
soon as possible.
While the meeting has historically been held after students
arrive on campus, this year's meeting was held two days earlier than
it was last year. This prohibited
students from attending the meeting, and fou r h all president s could
not attend.
Director of Student Activities
Lisa.H allen urged SGA President
Gretchen Groggel and Vice
President Jill Gutekunst to hold
the meeting early.
During its first meeting, the
Presidents' Cou ncil usu ally
decides on dress code, approves
th e budget and appoints committee members and h all presidents. It
is best to get these issues out of the
way early so that the Council can
begin new busin ess, Hallen said.
By appointing Elizabeth Parks
'02, who graduates-'in January, to
the Academic Affairs Committee
and Peter Brush '03 to be president
of Sturtevant, Groggel and
Gutekunst drummed up some
controversy, most of which surroun ded P arks's appointment.
The discussion during the
Presidents' Council meeting concerned, an e-mail sent to the entire
sch ool by Parks last year when
Brush was running for SGA president. In the e-mail Parks called
Brush a number of derogatory
terms.
In the ensuing harassment case
Continued on Page 3

Enrollment of United World
College students increases
By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

"My goal, frankly, is to have all
students that graduate at United
World College to go on to universiTwenty-eight 2002 graduates of ty," Davis said.
Colby College President William
the 10 United World Colleges are
attending Colby College this year, Adams believes the scholarship probring ing the number of UWC stu- gram shows progress in making
dents on enmpus to 112, nn increase Colby a more diverse community.
"International students conof one-third from last year.
The increased enrollment of tribute to.the intellectual life of the
United World College students in College in distinctive ways, helping
top schools in the United States such set the stage for regular, sometimes
as Colby, Wellcsley, Middlebury, surprising and often profound
Princeton and College of the exchanges across lines of nationality,
Atlantic is largely to the credit of culture, religion, background and
financier Shelby Davis and the experience," he said.
Colby is the most aggressive of
Davis-UWC Scholarship Progrnm.
the five colleges in
Dnvis picked
recruiting
stuthe five institudents from UWC
tions based on recschools, Adams
ommondntions
snid.
from fnmil y nnd
Denn
of
friends who went
Admissions and
to the schools,
Financial
Aid
Dnvis was n grndParker Beverage is
unte of Princeton
to
well-suited
and his son grad tichoose
the
stuColby,
nted from
dents who receive
Davis beenmo
the scholarships
interested in UWC
because he attendnfler visiting tho
iJrvJr
ed UWC In Wales,
Americnn enmpus
— Shelby Davis "It is a chance
in Now Mexico ,
"I was walking
Founder of Davis-UWC to get a great liberal arts education,
pnst one of the
meeting rooms'nnd horo were these There is nothing like this branch in
two kids, ono Palestinian nnd ono Eur ope, Plus, students ore completeIsraeli/ with their arms around each ly supported , nil financial need is
,
other, Thnt just blow mo nwny, In met," Adams snld,
five minutes, I got It,.,I found myself
"N ow, when I meet Bro, he says
thinking; Hey, this is something J that professors here come up to him
enn believe In ," Dnvis snid to an d soy 'Gel me moro students like
Stephen Collins, director of commu- these' because they're enri ching the
classroom, they're fun to teach, thoy
nlcnllons,
Davis annually gives $10 million bring different points of view to tho
for UWC students to nttend schools discussion and they 're making a big
like Colby, A portion of tho money Is impact on tho American students ns
given Colby, which then uses It to well as learning a Jot themselves,"
grant scholarships to UWC sltidonts, Dav i s snld,

££ My g oal,
f rankl y,is to
have all students
that graduate at
United World
college to go on to
university.
« *m
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby .;
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
Letters
The Echo encoura ges letters from its readers/especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances/print
an unsigned letter.
\
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu.The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.
. ".
.¦ '
Editorials
Th e Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not of the
Echo. Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
,
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872- *
3786. P-mail echoads@colbv.edu, or fax (207)872-3555.
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A day in the life of a human rights activist

echo@colby.edu

GLBTTIQ task force created
to assess queer issues
alw ays been welcoming, a reality
that brings into relief how little the
larger community really knows
Separate from both the Bridge about queer people and their lives
and the Pocket, the Gay Lesbian and experiences at Colby. That new
Bisexual Transgendered Transsexual visibility has also made clear that
Intersexual Questioning task force there are many people in this comhas been created to take a systemat- munity who would welcome the
ic look at queer life on campus and opportun ity to know more an d
to create a series of recommenda- understand better what their queer
tions, which will be preserited to peers' experiences and viewpoints
Colby College President William D. are," McFadden said.
"On the most basic level, this
Adams.
The task force consists of three school needs to become a place
students: Gretchen Groggel '03, where GLBTTIQ students can feel
Steve Sarno '04 and Jason Bougere safe. But that is only the tip of the
'04; three faculty members: Assistant iceberg," Stubbs said.
Both McFadden and Sarno have
Professor and Director of American
Studies
Margaret
McFadden, expressed concerns about smaller
Assistant Professor of English aspects of Colby life, which can turn
Katherine Stubbs and Assistant into annoyances for members of the
Professor of Sociology Alec College's queer community.
"Much of the social life is orgaCampbell and three staff members:
Vice . President of Student Affairs nized to appeal to the majority hetand Dean of Students Janice erosexual student population, What
Kassman, Associate Deari of do you do if you don't want to go to
Residential Life Ron Hammond and a semi-formal? What if a foreign lanAllan LaPan, student post office guage teacher assigns you to write a
personal ad in that language; do you
supervisor.
The first meeting of the task force pretend you 'd be looking for an
will be Sept. 17. Kassman and opposite sex partner?" McFadden
McFadden will
said.
"While we all
be presiding.
McFadden and
joke about the
Kassman selecthealth center giving
ed the other
every wom a n a
seven members
pregnancy test, ifs
of the task force.
awkward for a les"W e wer e
bian to be confrontlooking for a
ed with a question
varied group of
of pre gn ancy and
people whom
then
have
to
we
thought
explain herself to a
would know a
nurs e pr a ct it ioner
lot of different
she d oesn't even
aspects of queer
know," Sarno said.
issues and expeTh e task for ce
riences,
and
— Katherine Stubbs aims to look at and
about the camrecommend correcpus community Asst. Professor of English tions to problems
more generall y,"
like these.
McFadden said, "Everyone on the
Kassman said that the group is
list has been actively involved in the not a permanent organization dediwork for positive changp for queer cated to queer issues on campus.
p eople here , in some way,"
The task force was implemented to
Kassmnn believes that the objec- look at queer issues strategically and
tive of the task force is to understand make recommendntions, Once the
"what the climate is like for these recommendations, scheduled to be
[que er] indivi d uals , and for all indi- presented at the end of the semester,
viduals on enmpus."
have been made, the task force will
"Over the last few years, queer dissolve.
peop le, issu es, perspectives nnd con"I hope the task force is couracerns hnvc become more visible on geous enough to make real change if
enmpus ," McFadden snid. "The wo find it is necessary," Hammond
reaction lo thnt visibility hasn't snid.
By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

£*ir On the most
basic level,
this school needs to
become a p lace
where GLBTTIQ students can f eel saf e.
That is only the tip
of the iceberg.
*JW
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By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB

ment and non-government organi' ' zations as well as citizens about
EDITOR IN CHIEF
human rights violations.
In part, human rights activist and
"UNICEF's concept of coopera2002 Oak Fellow Dr. Ushari tion is different from other organizaMahmud has come to Colby to relax tions like Amnesty International. It
and reflect.
depends on exposure," Mahmud
When constantly working in . said.
Burundi to combat human rights
With this mission in mind,
violations, Mahmud has little opporr . Mahmud and his team meet with
turiity to remove himself from his United Nations agencies, various
work and assess his goals and pur- non-government organizations arid
pose. Time at Colby will afford military officials throughout the day
Mahmud this opportunity so that he to discuss human rights violations in
may write about and discuss human Burundi and how they can be
rights issues.
stopped. The exercises Mahmud
Mahmud
has
does
with
recently been selectthese officials
ed to head the child
allow them to
protection section of
brainstorm
UNICEF in Burundi.
about what the
Major projects of his
problems are
section
include
and
how
demobilizing. 9,000
change can be
child
soldiers
facilitated,
throug hout the counMahmud said.
try arid helping
"We spend
orp hans with AIDS,
time training
Mahmud said.
military, sensiOn a typical day,
izing them on
t
Mahmud goes to
human ri ghts
¦
work in the morning v
.
norms and the
to meet his team,
of
— Dr. UsKari Mahmud mandates
which consists of five
UNICEF: that
Oak Institute Fellow there is an
Burundi citizens and
one
internat ional
agreement
member. At their meeting, the team between us and the government."
reviews how certain programs are
Often Mahmud's suggestions are
progressing and how to implement not well-received.
new and effective programs that will
"Internally,the largest problem is
educate the population and limit always denial," Mahmud said.
rights violations.
"There is violence by the military,by
The government of Burundi has the police and by other authorities,
agreed to allow UNICEF to come to as well as by the rebels."
the country and educate governMahmud also oversees the alloca-

*Qf- The capacity

of human
resources [Burundi ]
is limited. The whole
system of inf rastructure is depleted and
weakened. Movement
is diff icult.
^

•

>:¦

tion of financial resources and pro- weakened. Movement is difficult—
ject implementation, which occa- if s a major constraint." . . .
The difficult of rnovement-^nly
sionally requires Mahmud go on a
makes Mahmud's job more dangerfield visit.
. "Ifs quite interesting, you have ous.
"I've never, -been
to go in an
shot at, but' r the
armored vehidirector
of
the
cle. It's a very
UNICEF head office
d a ngero u s
was killed during al
country. There
field visit. Rebels
is a lot , of vioand armed groups,
lence. A securibandits -ifs. - very
ty
officer
confusing to .-know
accompanies
who is doing what."
you
everyBorn in Barah, a
where with an
small - town; ', in
army escort in a
Sudan,
Mahmud
separate vehicle
ori ginally; became
that travels in
— Dr. Ushari Mahmud interested, in humap^
front."
Oak Institute fellow rights . . activism .f
M ah m u d
through studying
uses these trips
to gain data that is instrumental socioiinguistics. After landing, a job
when deciding how and where to as a faculty member at ,. the
allocate resources.
University of. Khartoum, Mahmud
"It is all an emergency situation," was accepted for a Ford Foundation
Fellowship to study in the United
Mahmud said.
Mahmud said the security officer States.
.is
''Socioiinguistics deals with, „lanand army escort that accompany
him on these outings do not prevent guage ri ghts and cultural ' righ ts*
him from conducting his research issues which are very much related ,
because their presence is so to human rights. I witnessed situations which you feel are unjust.
ingrained.
"There is a general fear in the Social discrimination is very~,clear
community about being open about and very graphic - you cannot miss
serious violations. There is an them."
While at Colby, Mahmud will be
omnipresence of the army throughworking on two books: one about
out."
One of the. greatest difficulties slavery in Sudan and another on *
A
Mahmud must overcome in his child protection.
Mahmud will speak to the Colby 1,
work is Burundi's dilapidated infracommunity on Thursday, Sept. 12 at
structure.
capacity of human 7:30 p.m. in Olin 1. Mahmud lans
"The
^
resources is limited. The whole sys- to discuss his experience defending
tem of infrastructure is depleted and human rights in Sudan and Burundi.

%

jf V* Socioiinguistics
• :_ deals with language rights and cultural rights, issues
which are very much
related to human
rights.
$$

Bikes aeici efficiency .to securi ty
By KATE RUSSO
MEWS EDITOR

Now that Colby security officers
are on bikes, they can catch students
with open containers more easily
behind Heights Residence Hall than
if they were still making rounds in
Jeeps.
"They are a great way to patrol
campus and allow for much quicker
access," Director of Security Pete
Chenevert said.
The bikes are meant, to suppler
ment the officers on foot and those
in the vehicles, Chenevert said.
Over the summer, three of
Colby's security officers traveled to
University of Maine at Orono for a
bike-safety training course. The
training lasted five days and aimed
to teach attendees, who were mainly security and police officers , how
to r
ide a bike effectivel y wh ile on
duty.
Some of the skills taught in the
course were "bike safety, how to
ride in all kinds of conditions and
terrains, how to fall properly and
bi ke mainten ance," Chenevert said.
Police officers, who were in the
course, spent time at a range learning to shoot while riding. Because
Colby security officers do not carry
weap ons, it was not necessary for
them to attend this portion of the
course,
The thr ee off icers who enrolled
in the course "took it mainly for liapurposes,"
Chenevert
bility
explained.
Many officers declined training
because they prefer to be on foot or
in the car.
With three officers now trained
to ride the bikes, Chenevert says
there will be a decrease in the use of
the security vehicles , Although the
vehicles are nn efficient way of getting around enmpus, not all officers
need that much space while
patrolling, plus the bikes save energy, Chenevert said,
Chenevert also snid the bikes create a much friendlier ntmosphere
because the officers nnd students
can interact bettor without the presence of f* vehicle ,
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Colby College Security Off icer David Emerson p oses with his Ir on horse,

Freeh Eclectic Cuisine
Servi ng Lunch & Dinner
Monday- Saturday 11;00am to 9:30pm, Brunch on Saturday,
Jobl Gulvor & Tanya Chasso
thobreadbox@alrollnk ,not
Also available for Oatorln o
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Out'-rQf-state licensed
students find buying
alcohol-a lassie
By ALEXIS GRANT
'ASST. NEWS EDITOR
.
¦"
"What do you mean you won't
-take my ID?"
' Students have been asking
"cashiers and themselves.this question after being denied alcohol at
' local vendors even though they
¦
are of legal age. Rumors have been
• circulating around campus that
21-year-olds with out-of-state driver's licenses cannot b uy beer
' without a valid Maine State iden¦-tification card.
¦- -Larry Sanborne of the Maine
- Bjureau of Liquor Enforcement in
" Aug usta said, "There is no
' requirement to have a Maine identification (to purchase alcohol).
¦The requirement is that you have
r to be 21. We recommend that they
take a Maine state ID only for a
variety of reasons."
*.* : Each business must decide
whether or not they can effectively regulate the use of out-of-state
iden ti f icati on s, and the easiest
w ay to avoid confu sion is to not
take out-of-state licenses at all.
Many businesses in Waterv ille
have adopted this practice, making it difficult for some Colby students to purchase alcohol.
"We ran into this problem
when we tried to get beer," Jessica
Fitzgerald '03 said. "We h ad to go
to, like, six places."
- Vendors that have trouble
deciding whether an out-of-state
ID is real of ten call th e Colby
Security Office to check a student's date of birth.

By ALEXIS GRANT
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The counter at the Joseph
Family Spa is not the only aspect
Jokas' Discount Beverages, that was changed this summer; so
John's Market, Hannaford Food were food prices.
and
Shaw's
and
Drug
According to Sterling Hartin,
Supermarket are using this sys- manager of the Spa, these price
tem.
adjustments are not an attempt to
"All we're doing is confirming cover the cost of the renovations.
the ID date," Director of Security They compensate for inflation,
Pete Chenevert said. "If we didn't especially for the increased costs
do that, they wouldn't serve out- of paper products.
' * .. • .
of-state students."
"Because of inflation, we have
To avoid further difficulty pur- about a 4 percent increase in the
chasing alcohol with an out-of- price of food every year," he said.
state ID, Sanborne suggests get* The price tags on some prodting a Maine State identification ucts have decreased. Hartin attribcard. Doing so does not revoke uted the decrease to the Spa's new
one's home-state residency.
method of selling products separately, as opposed to selling certain items together, such as a sandwich that comes with a drink;
HOW TO OBTAIN A L
"A sandwich and drink was in
MAINE STATE
I the $5 area, now a sandwich is in
$3 range and a soda is $1.10,"
IDENTIFICATION § the
Hartin said.
The physical changes to the Spa
•Visit the Department of
Eg
affected tihe serving space from
Motor Vehicleson State
E
the front of the counter to the wall
Street in Augusta. They're g
behind the grill. A new counter
open between 8 a.m. and 5 I
with different levels, heights and
p.m. Phone: 624-9000
1 shapes was added.
• Bring two forms of identifi- I
"The old counter was too high
cation. The suggested forms I
and j ust old," Hartin said.
are a social security card
g
The soda fountain was
and a birth certificate, but I
removed and replaced by bottled
an off icial school transcript 1 soda, juice and water, which
will work as well.
1 according to Hartin, will make it
•Provide a Maine mailing
|easier and faster for customers to
address (your Colby
i
buy drinks. A deli and a self-ser§
address will work).
vice, to-go section that holds pre• Cost: $5
i
packaged food were also added.
•Your identification will be
*
The full menu is only available
mailed to you within 14
i
after 2:30 p.m.
days.
I

The Spa 's new look is intended to increase efficiency.
"We've seen the effects," H artin
said. "There hasn't been a line
down the stairs yet."
In the past,, the Sp a sometimes
becomes very crowded during
¦¦;¦
'*
lunch, Hartin said.
• -Dividers have been added to

school," Parker Thompson '04 said.
"We thought we should all join
together and make something hapIn its second year, Colby Cares pen."
About Kids is just one example of
"The class did a presentation at
how the College is fulfilling the the end of its journey to me and
ideals it set forth in the Strategic made a proposal that we try to
Plan.
develop this outreach in a more
Although it is currently an ambitious way,". Colby College
AmeriCprp program, the idea for President William D. Adams said,
Colby
Cares
"and I agreed."
About Kids came
The program is
from Colby stupartially f unded by
dents, and over
Adams's ' discrethe next two
tionary fund. The
y e a r s ,
rest of the money
Ame r i Co r p
comes
from
involvement will
AmeriCorp.
by phased out
In its first year,
and the program
the program was
will be funded
well-received by
and run solely by
Waterville and
kids.
¦$
$ both
Colby.
Colby. Initially, the
Colby Cares
program involved
— Chris Sussman '02 The Albert S. Hall
About Kids is a
mentoring proAmeriCorp vista School and the
gram that pairs
Alfond
Youth
t r o u b l e d
Center.
Waterville youths with Colby stu"There was such a big response
dents. The idea originated with co- from students on campus that sudchair of the English Department denly there weren't enough kids,"
Professor Peter Harris' EN115 class, Chris Sussman '02, AmeriCorp
which had an emphasis on service vista representative said.
learning. Students involved in the
By October 2001, mentors were
class tutored at-risk> kids in guiding students at the George S.
Wnterville.
Mitchell School, Benton Elementary
"Everyone noticed that the kids School, Clinton Elementary School
needed more than help with and Vassalboro Community School.
MANAGING EDITOR

Af Tg.- r There was
such a big
resp onse f rom
students on camp us
that suddenly there
weren't enough
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"You get your food in a different place than you pay—that's
pretty much the only dif fer ence,"
Jessica Fitzgerald '03 said. "I don't
really think the divider thing is
going to last."

This year, Waterville Junior High
will probably be involved, as well,
and the program is trying to develop a relationship with the Big
Brother and Big
Sister organization.
"Last year was
really great. We
w er e amazed by
the
turnout,"
Rachel
Tobie'04

organized by AmeriCorp will be
able to stand alone at the end ot
three years. After next year,
AmeriCorp will no longer fund the
program and the
College
will
need t o f in d
another source
of money if they
wish for it to
continue.
"We're comsaid . ' • ¦ '
mitted to continuing the pro"Getting ' *" an
AmeriCorp vista
gram," Adams
was the easy part
said. "Colby is
of the process,"
hoping to find a
grant to fund it. I
Sussman said.
think [finding
AmeriCorp is a
the grant] genervolunteer 'program
looks •
that tries to "assist
ally
— William D. Adams
p r o m i s i n g, "
people, who have
Colby College President Adams said.
less improve their
In
the
lives," Director of
Career Services and Colby Cares Strategic Plan, "we express the
About Kids overseer Cynthia hope that we would have more
Parker said. "The program sends opportunities for service learning,"
vistas around the country to facili- Adams said. Colby Cares About
tate this goal. The vista is supposed Kids is a great way to facilitate this
to help build infrastructure at the goal, Adams said.
"Its important for every school
place they are volunteering,"
to have a program like this, espeParker said.
The College mainly used cially Colby. I mean, we're in the
AmeriCorp as a source of funding; bubble," Thompson said. "It's a
Sussman, this year 's vista, is a great opportunity for kids at Colby
Colby graduate who had participat- to get a better perspective of what
they are."
ed in the program as a student.
The College hopes the program

g » £ We're committed to
continuin g the p rogram. Colby is hop ing to f ind a grant
to f und it. [Findin g
the grant] generally
looks p romtsing.
*r*r
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MOTION: Early meeting causes conf lict and controversy
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STATE OF THE COLLEGES
Diversityis the word
Continued from Page 1

alumni development fncilitles,
Adams nlso expressed his inten%* f*r-enklng nbout tho concept of com- tion to have more "p roject-based
,*- ;<> rniinlty , After tho spring of 2002, looming opportunities on enmpus,
such ns undergraduate resenrch,
< Adams boj
to iovocl students woro
In
enmpus Issues
^fqn ctlng
n Internships nnd community service
p T/jw8h nnd vindictive" ton e, so projects like the successful Colby
• 'j much so thnt he needed to intervene, Cnrof) About Kids Program, Adnms
;j .^ Adnms encouraged the student told attendees they could p lan to
,r£ body lo rencl to conlrovorsinl Issues henr moro nbout those programs
with "passion nnd civility," "By later this, fall ,
•/.',; civility, I don 't moan politeness,"
Concerning ' academic affairs, he
fh >' Adorns clnriflod , "My sense of clvlll" noted thnt Colby is currently assess? iy is iolcrn nco nnd respect, nn d to ing which deportments could beneexpress it precisely in tho wny wo fit from tlio ndditlon of now professors , Those deportments nro
comniunl cnto with others ,"
,., ,. Aside from the pressing Issues of unkn own nt Ihls time,
U pon qu estion, Adnms emphaij lvorslty nnd tolera nce on enmpus,
Axioms nlso took tlio time to address sized thnt the Strategic J'lnn Is not
oth er aspects of tho Collage's definite nn d conslnntly under
fJ lrnloglc Finn. Mo mentioned Iho roovnluii llon, "Tho only Strategic
*
^j Cnmpiifl Development Finn, which Plow thnt nro, sot In stone nro bod
7* Is currently focusing on tho ndditlon ones," lw snld
? "M ii now soclnl sciences build ing nwl
•

help customers form a more organized line and improve crowd
control.
"The [Spa's] presentation is
better. It's bri ghter, and they h ave
those high energy drinks," Kelly
Martih'03 said.

Colby Cares About Kids to become long-term program

By SUZANNE SKINNER
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between Brush and Parks, Colby
College President William D,
Adams found the e-mail message
did not constitute harassment
because, "it was not directed at
Peter because of race, color, sex, sex
orientation, religion, national or
ethnic origin or disability," Adnms
wrote,
Adams wrote; "I nm disturbed
nnd disheartened thnt ns described
by the [Harassment Hearing
Board ] Elizabeth's remarks 'wore
derogatory, false nnd hurtful' ."
Adnms went on to write, "While
t hey did not constitute harassment,
this kind of discourse has no plnce
in n community thnt strives for
civility and broad acceptance of
varying views,"
"That doesn't nctunlly describe
who I am," Parks said of the emnll , "I wns proven innocent, I wns
not convicted by my peers and in
SGA the people we all voted for
elected me to be on this committee,
I hnv e very good intentions for this
school , I am a very feeling human
being," she snid,
After hearing tho proposed
appointments, Chris Supronant '05
of Mnry Low mot ioned to "strike
Lizzie Porks from tho Acndomlc
Affa irs Committee, "
Some hnll presidents argued
thnt the letter wns n persona! argument nnd hod little bearing on the

appointment, but five different snid,
"I would have liked to have
presidents expressed a desire to
have more time to consider the more time to review the committee
appointment and to hear from appointments as well as the budget, but I do understand these
Parks.
"Lizzie put time and effort into things need to be taken enre of
researching diversity on campus. immediately," Brush said.
"We did disShe's an active
cuss it and it
member on campassed by a wide
pus, These comm a r g in , "
mittees have to ft
said,
Groggel
be passed as soon
year
the
"This
as possible, While
studies
iniqueer
a lot of people
tiative is at the
don't agree with
forefront. Pnrks
her, she is still a
has committed n
valid voice, She
lot of time and
represents
a
energy to it. She
viewpoint that is
— Peter Brush '03 adds n whole
little heard on
campus,
This Stui:tevant Hall President other voice, but
a\in wnn 't d m u / n
school elected Jill
to do these appointments, Lizzie is out other voices, Sho hns some
one of four members; her presence strong views, but she is not the
will create a valuable discourse, only person on the committee,"
There Is no reason why we can't Groggel snld,
The other throe student memvote on it now, You ns n council
need to trust Jill and me," Groggel bers on the Academic Affairs
Committee include Kyle Monson
sold,
Tho amendment striking Parks '05, K earn ey Shnnahon '04 cmd
from the committee foiled 16 Chr i st i na Rnm os '04,
"I think that it wns n personal
agai nst, 7 in fnvor,
"I don't think she should bo on conflict nnd should not have nny
tho committ ee, Anyone who; is booring on committee appointgoing to moke a ridiculous person- ments by President's' Council, I
al atta ck on someone in front of the wns n ot on enmpus when It
ent ire school shouldn't bo on tho occurred," Groggel sold of the eAcademic Affairs Committee, Her mo il sent by Parks hist yonr,
e-mn ll sots n bad precedent," Brush
"That' s a hu ge moss nnd a lot of

>y I don't think

* [Parks] should
be on the committee.
Her e-mail sets a bad
p recedent.
*»
^

people's feelings got hurt, but as
far as personal agendas go, I didn't
think it was very relevant, I just
thought it was unfair that no one
could speak for Lizzy," Gutekunst
said.
Parks will graduate in January.
Then SGA will have to appoint a
different student to the committee,
Althoug h Br us h's appointment
was not n source of contention at
President's Council, students have
expressed concern thnt his
appointment to Sturtevant makes
him eligible to run for Mnry Low
Commons lender, If Brush gels the
Mnry Low position, some students
are worried he will be the chief
organizer of Pass Arts,
Assistant Director of Student
Activities and overseer of social
progrnmming Lcanne B urnham
confirmed thnt Brush will bo permitted to apply f or Ma ry Low
Commons,
"Mary Low or Johnson, people
will still wont a keg In the AMS
basement, Look at the events nnd
things I put on, This weekend I'm
hosting a togn party In the Heights,
I om well qualified for the job,"
Bru sh snid,
"Peter represents n voice on
campus thnt is also undorrepresenlod, Wo wonted to reword him
for showing dedication to his position on Presid ent s' Council In the
pnst ," Gutekunst snld,

Hare Col by tr @© mer its state w ici e"Attenti on
By EMMA McCANDLESS
FEATURES EDITOR
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The rare Castor-Aralia tree located behind the President s' House is the largest of its kind in Maine.

duties, whereas next fall, the SPB
Chair will be a separate entity.
This will be a "transition year,"
Breau said.
Leaders of both organizations
are confident the split will be beneficial.
"The two groups were functioning independently while still operating under the same constitution,
which hindered the ability of the
SPB to operate smoothly," Groggel
said.
I
"Having [SGA and SPB] in the
same constitution didn't make that
much sense—SPB wasn't function-

A fj f Now that gov-

ern ing and
p rogramming are
sep arate on this
camp us, [SPB] will be
more eff ective and
more legitimate.

j j

— Andrea Breau "03
SPB Cultural Chair
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• Quality Vision Care
• Tub treatment and management
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• Fashion Eyewbar

ing to its full capacity. Now that
governing and programming are
separate on this campus,- [SPB] will
be more effective and more legitimate," Breau said.
But it seems not much has
changed yet.
"SPB and SGA never interacted,"
Burnham said. "SPB is open for
anyone to attend. SGA and SPB
have never done anything jointly.
The social chair and cultural chair
will still be the liaisons between
SPB and SGA, but there has never
been a joint meeting of SPB and
SGA."
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New Hours:
M, W, Th 9-5:30
T, Sat 9-5
Fri 9-6
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.14-will
t
be ar}
ftlj ^aay medieval combat tour)*
fgp-ient and festival at Fort
lonox in Prospect, Maine. ¦;; *
The festival will consist of
staged combat shows demons
strating the popular methods cjf
fi ghting in die Middle Ages,; as
well as a separate fencing show
**
: and fencing instructioh.
Tlie festival also offers enter*
; tainmerit for those who are nojt
interested in the combat, of the
Middle Ages. There will be
booths that specialize in the
making.of medieval arts and
crafts and a booth that demon*strates the study of science u*t
. - ', ?„
the Middle Ages.
The fair ;[ also has booths
¦J"
geared toward children.
Medieval musicians will be
playing throughout the day. :', j*
One of the main attractions
of the festival will be an authen'*
tic medieval catapult.
All events at Fort Knox have
a fee of $2. The Fort is located on
Route 174 directly off Route I
North. For additional informal
* ¦!
tion call 207-469-6553.
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maker?
H: I've always been interested in
mus ic and I've alway s playe d
mus ic, so I sort of put the two
interests together.
J: Why did you set up shop in
Waterville?
H: I've lived in Maine for 30
years. My f irst shop w a s in
Skowhegan.
J: Were your parents musicians?
H: Neither of my parents were
mus icians , thoug h we always
had music at home.
J: How long does it take you to
make a v iolin?
H: I would estimate about 150
hours. I don't ju st make violins
here. If peop le bring me things
to work on, I always stop and
work on them. Whatever comes
throug h the door. I generally
make two to three violins a year
arid I'm on , my 27th violin now.
J: Do they always come out .
well?
H: I've made a few I've taken
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Somerset Violins

J: Why did you become a violin-
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Maine in Augusta
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•Born: 1952
•Place: Bronx, New York
•College: Violin Craftsman
Institute at the University
of New Hampshire.
Currently studying music
theory at the University of
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Castor-Aralia and the Katsura.
"I think a reverse birthday present is a great idea," Strider wrote to
Howard at the time.
/
The Castor-Aralia, or Kalopariax
pictus , is not native to North
America, and is especially rare in
northern climates such as Maine.
According to DeBlois, Colby 's
Castor-Aralia has done so well
because of where it was planted,
"Ifs in kind of a micro-climate,
protected by the presidenf s house
and by the woods," DeBlois said.
DeBlois decided to nominate the
Castor-Aralia for the "Register of
Big Trees" when he discovered some
documents recording its history.
"I said I had kind of an oddball
tree, and we measured and submit¦
ted it and here we are," he said. ¦ ':..;
The Maine Forest Service
Department of Conservationand the
Pine Tree State Arboretum compile
the Maine Register of Big trees
annually. Three different measurements of nominated trees must be
submitted: the tree's circumference
in inches at four feet above the
ground, its vertical height to the
nearest foot and the average diameter of the crown to the nearest foot.
Strider prophesied the lasting
impression of the gift of the CastorAralia tree in a thank-you letter to
Howard . "Someday many years
hence," Strider wrote, "our successors who manage the affairs at
Colby and the students who attend
the College in those future years will
have the pleasure of enjoying the
sight of these beautiful trees."

Th is wee k, Ed itor in Chief
J onat han Silberstein-Loeb spoke
with violinmaker Harry Richter,
owner of S omerset Vio lins at 10
Railroad S quare in Watervi ll e, to
f in d out more about w hat it is l ike to
be an artisan in Maine,
, ..

Philip R. Poulin, O.D.
Christopher C. White, O.D.
^

Joseph's is your sporting goods
headquarters in Central Maine

J

Intown

POULIN $ ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 873-3500

^

A rare Castor-Aralia tree located
behind Colby . College President
William D. Adams's house was listed in the 2002 "Maine Register of Big
Trees" as the largest tree of its kind
known in Maine.
Colby's Castor-Aralia is 40-feet
tall and has an 80-inch trunk circumference and a 35-foot crown spread.
Dale DeBlois, Colby's resident
horticulturist, nominated it for the
listing. .
"Ifs a really funky tree," DeBlois
said of the Castor-Aralia. "It's
almost dinosaurish. Ifs got a lot-of
:.
flavor and history."\ ' ;
The Castor-Aralia .came to Colby
in 1972 as a "reverse birthday present" from Harvard University's
Arnold Arboretum, which celebrated- its 100th birthday, that year. At
the same time, the arboretum also
gave Colby a Katsura tree, which
DeBlois said is less rare than the
Castor-Aralia.
"The Castor-Aralia really isn't
normal up here," . DeBlois said.
"They don't grow wild here."
In a letter offering the gift of the
trees, former Arnold Arboretum
director Richard Howard wrote to
former Colby College President
Robert Strider, "We would like to
offer you a plant of educational
value, one of unusual botanical or
horticultural interest, for your campus."
Howard sent a list of ten possible
plants, and Strider, who had a keen
interest in plants, selected the

SPLITS Independen t SPB means changes
Continu ed from Page 1
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to finish. I do a lot repairs and
buy and sell old violins. It takes
more than three a year to keep
me going.
J: How much does it cpst to
make a violin?
H: $350-$500 in materials. You
can spend $200 o r $300 just for a
back , but that's kind of cosmetic.
Any body can buy a piece of
wood , but it' s the making of the
violin that I take pride in.
J: Who buys your violins?
H: It reall y varies. Classical students , I have classical players ,
bluegrass players. I have a jazz '
violist that plays one of my violas.

¦

filY T

J : Where do your violins end . *,
up?
:|:
H: Sometimes I sell out of state; ,
but generally I sell right throug h/
"¦
my store here.
;»
find
out
How
do
customers
J:
'?
about the store?
H: Generall y through word of ; •¦;
mouth and th roug h teachers. I"; t
¦
• !•
do have a Web site.
J: What is it like to be an artisan^
¦ . • . .•?
' ',
in Maine?
H: Even when business is slow„I,
Z]
still don't have bad days "it
work. I' ve had a slow period *
this yea r, but on the whole busi£
ness has been good,
JJ;
jj J: Do you love your job?
.- ¦ '
H: Of course.
*
over
get
you
upset
to see « ;»
Do
J:
the violins go?
$
H: Sometimes, Many times I see*;
the owners though, and they sajjr.
"I love my instrument, I really »
love my instrument," and that iS
a great thing.
I
mm
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Guitars &Ampi byi
Oretich Ibancz Martin
Ovation Poavey Yamaha
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Remember: always a 10% discount on non-sa le items with a Colby ID

H: Three that Imade from start

Bind Initru nienli byGelzcn Selmer Yamaha
«

L£

Main Street, Fairfield , ME

out of circulation, but at this
point they generally come out
pretty well.
J: How much does a violin cost?
H: $4,000.
J: How many violins have you
sold this year?
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Violin maker Harry Ritcher, owver of ' Somerset Violins.
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By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
•
this Loudness there were 10 open container violations;
"The number seems a little high. Open containers
are an invitation for police and liquor inspectors to
come on campus, so we try to keep blatant violations
down," Director of Security Pete Chenevert said.
According to Chenevert, most of the violations
occurred outside of Cotter Union, "Maybe students

had a few in their room and then brought them down
to the dance in Cotter since it was dry," Chenevert
said.
"I was surprised and disappointed based ori the
fact that I had just sent out my semesterly [sic] warning that I hoped people would avoid that particular
violation. Sq.. [the violations] were a surprise and'
unfortunate disappointment, and I hope that , the • '¦
number will go down drastic ally as weekends roll
along," .A ssociate Dean of Academic Affairs and
Director of Advising Mark Serdjenian said.

Despite the detergent, there was nothing clean about the foam party.
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The Doivntozvn Sound provides background music for the nil-campus barbecue.

DEBOM W DODERNE/THB COLBY ECHO V

¦
J ohn Rush perfoiins blues guitar on Dana Lawn.
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— Free Wine Tasting—
/Thursday, Sept. 12, 2002
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\Pf f 5:00 - 7:00 p m \¥il
•w^ 8 wines for tasting ! ^
Everybody welcome over 21!

Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs. until
10 p.m., Fri. & Sat. until midni ght

Vc now have the largest selection of domestic unci
import beets in Centra l Maine
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The Waleiville Fire Department responded to a call from Colhy Security Saturday Sept, 7 at 10:43 p.m.
conceiving a fire alarm that had gone off in the Harold and Bibby Alfond Apartments. Apparently, the
elevato r shaft overheated and smoke was filling ihe elevator contro l room. "It was a normal call for
us, nothing out of the ordinary, " Mike Midland, a firefighter who responded to the call said. Elevators
overheat from time lo lime when they are in constant use and peop le, push a lot of Ihe buttons. After
Ihe fire fighters turned off the power, "it prell y much look care of itself, " Midland said.
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concerning a fire alarm thatha dgone offht the Harold and Dibby Alfond Apa rtments , Apparen tly, the
elevator shaf t overheated ami smoke tons filling the elevator control room , "It was 'a ' normal call for
us, nothing out of the ordinary," Mike Michaud, a f ire f ighter who responded to the call said. Elevator s
overheat from time to time wj icn they are in constant use and p eople push a lot of the buttons , After
the fire fighters turned off the power, "it pretty much took care of itself," Michaud saUl
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Editorials

SGA has done a very bad thing
By rushing committee appointments through Presidents' Council/ SGA
showed blatant disregard for community input. It could be argued that students have vested their input with the representatives they elected, but this
argument holds littlewater.Suchan argument fails to realize two important
aspects of representation: First, representation does not work if constituents
are never given the opportunity to express their opinions to their representatives. Dorm presidents are supposed to tell their residents, about upcoming issues, get input and then vote according to what students desire.
Holding the meeting before students were on campus meant representatives never heard students' opinions.
Second, such an argument presupposes that representatives have all the
information they need to cast an educated vote. As the minutes from the
first Presidents' Council meeting indicate, many presidents did hot feel they
had ample information to make a judicious decision. If the information had
been provided, it would have made the decision more credible, or it could
have swayed presidents' votes. But to ignore the information and to rush
the decision is unjust practice.
Perhaps students would not have shown up for community forum even
if the meeting had been held later. This argument fails. Such reasoning
assumes apathy,but also precludes those students who do care from ever
attending.
Groggel and Gutekunst campaigned on a platform of "making ourselves
available, accessible and flexible." Holding the Presidents' Council meeting
before any students arrived on campus runs contrary to their promises.
Because necessity knows no law, it could be argued that passing the budget, dress code and committee appointments so soon was necessary to
ensure SGA continued to function properly. But seems unlikely that these
issues were so pressing they could not be held off for a day or two.
SGA made a decision without properly consulting Parks or adequately
testing her reputation for truth and veracity. The e-mail was sent to the
whole school and is therefore not a personal matter. How could a letter,
which according to President Adams questions Parks's "civility and broad
acceptance of varying views," not be crucial when considering her appointment to the Academic Affairs Committee?
These issues should have b een flushed out further in Presidents'
Council. Parks should not have been appointed to a public and prominent
office when a public document that verges on libel calls into question her
abilities. ,
•
SGA could have easily avoided this problem by making the meeting
more public, by talking with Parks and listening to what she had to say on
her behalf. As it stands now the question remains unresolved. Students are
the Ufeblood of SGA. In the future, it behooves SGA executives to consider
it more carefully.This was a terrible way to start off the year.
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C.W. Bassett
... First of all, may I respond to several comments I got on last week's column:
1. I harbor no animus toward
Senator Daschle, who seems to me to
be a smart and probative politician. In
fact, he is from my South Dakota home
town (Aberdeen), and I went to Notre
Dame with his cousin (who really was
an authentic toad).
2.1 have no particular hatred for
rats, repulsive creatures though they
are. I could have
suggested slipping a
snake into that headcage, or a ferret, or a
sand crab. Whatever

makes

you

stop

using "like" incorrectly, Or italicizing
short story titles —

use quotation marks!
But th is week I

ter than that rollcklng wit on VH1.
But I digress, friends. Most of you
are relatively near removed from your
high school friends. I, conversely,
attended my 50th high school reunion
two years ago. Hair is scarcer, the
women still dazzle me, and I spent a
week with Big Ears King, my oldest
and dearest high school friend,
It was a wonderful week for me,
even though Big Ears had to put up
with my drug-induced weirdness.
Under the influence of a mind-scrambling pain-killer given me by Big
Ears's dentist and a sleeping pill prescr
ibed by my doctor, I had to be res-

Under the inf luence of
a mind-scramblin g
p ain-kilter... I had to be
rescued f r o mthe lobby
of our hotel, where 1
insisted on telling
everyone in hearin g
range that the Security
man trying to g etme
back to my room (J. had
on my bath robe) was
"Subversive."

want to talk about
friends, No, not that
idiculous television program that bo
r
many of your generation (and
beyond) find screamingly funny. Ifs
only slig htly worse than "Sex and the
City," another knee-slapper that gets
lots of mileage out of using the word
"fug," as the publishers forced
Norman Mailer to euphemize In "The
Naked nnd the Dead," I clearly am not
a big Drew Carey booster, though I
have become a fan of the Sun Dance
Channel since I bought HBO, One can
understand only half of the dialogue
of n film fenturing New Zcalnnders,
but whatever one understands Is bet-
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Beer Die Rule s:
Judicious?
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mote the notion that this is a party
school where alcohol is the predominant form of social activity on campus. As a Colby graduate (and former
When I saw the Freshman member of the .Echo staff),, this is
Orientation issue of the Echo in' the embarrassing. As a Colby professor,
Street of Miller Library I was ifs insulting. As the father of a high
impressed. It seemed like a terrific school junior looking at colleges, ifs
idea for welcoming the Class of 2006 disturbing. I can only imagine how it
to campus along with their parents. I must have felt for those parents of
hear that you received a record num- first-year students.
ber of subscriptions to the Echo as
Think I'm overstating the issue?
parents dropped off their sons and Consider the evaluation of Colby
daughters..
from this year's Guide t o . the :320
Unfortunately, I believe that you Most Interesting Colleges: .** .
made a serious error in judgment in
"Colby kids party hearty. If you
promoting the party atmosphere at value your intellectual independence
Colby with your half-page-plus cov- and love the great outdoors, but
erage of the rules for Beer Die, com- don't want to become an alcoholic,
plete with dashed lines for clipping try Bowdoin."
!
and saving. After 13years of advising
brnce tne entire review .wouia taxe
Colby students (three of those years up too much space in the Echo, here
as a faculty resident), three years on is the relevant paragraph: ¦ , , ¦
the Appeals Board and analyzing the
"Alcohol is free flowing here, and
results of the Colby Student-Lifestyle although the administration has been
Survey, I had convinced myself that cracking down on drinking lately we
the stories of heavy dkinking and hear that the rules are relatively lax
irresponsible partying were overstat- and rarely enforced. Despite the presed and at least no worse than what ence of "chem-free" housing and varwent on at a lot of other schools like . ious dry events and club activities,
Colby. I'm no longer sure that this is students not interested in the party
the case.
scene may have a tough time socializAt the very least Colby has an . ing at first — not because of peer
image problem and your fe ature in pressure, but because drinking is a
this year's Freshman Orientation way of life here."
issue of the Echo only serves to proYou, perhaps better than some
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Echo editors of the.past, understand tion for drinking on campus: "Does;
i
me journalistic opportunity a student Colby have an alcohol problem?"
^ \
. Sadly, I now think that the answernewspaper has for reflecting the ath- .
•
letic, cultural, and academic environ- ,.:; lS'yes: :
. f
' •' j *
ment at . Colby.With this opportunity
Michael Donihue '79, chain
comes some responsibility. You can
Associate Professor of Economics"
bet that, the 60+ parents of first-year
students who are now new sub. - :•>
1 "2003 Edition," Simon & Schuster;'.
scribers, to the Echo will be anxiously
"
looking to each issue for news of 2002,pp. 118-119. . . ... . ¦
. , ,, l\
what their sons and daughters are
'
'
f.
experiencing on campus. . ... ••
By identifying Beer Die as niimber
2 on .your "Top JO" list , of recom'
'
mended activities for students, and . ¦ .' ; \ . ; ;. . : .
'
; • ¦:
•¦ ¦' . •
"' . > -i
sending these new members.or the
I'm writing in regards.to a remark'
Colby community home with made by Liz Bom2e in last week'*3j
instructions for a drinking game that edition. Miss Bomze commented ,on,'
occupies more print space than any the strangeness of Ireland,; as well as;
academic or cultural feature on cam- the "inefficient" system for enlisting*
pus in this issue of the Echo, you do a in classes at University College Corl'i'
disservice to the institution and harm . I ,think it was very unfair of her to {
to Colby's reputation as an; excellent make such a judgment when die sjaff; ""*
academic institution. . . .
at UCC does such a good job. Our; "
.. .
So let me ask you Jonathan, the system back home may be different^
same question that is undoubtedly on . than :online enrollment here, but ihj-fc
the minds of those parents of first- registrar's, office somehow manages!
year students. With' the Echo pro- to schedule classes for more than
moting drinking games, college 14,000 students each year without
guides recommending other schools conflicts; in my opinion th ey deserve!
i ,<
over Colby because of a social envi- all the praise in the world.
ronment focused on alcohol con. i j* ^a
Mise le Meas,*;
sumption, and parents and prospec/v
Linda Dungah;
ive students asking pointed quest
Ir
ish International Exchange;
tions of the! Dean of Students . and
Student ;
Admissions officers about the reputaI.-*
" .
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Out of the cage: Freshmen fion© wild*
1

rafter
I'm never
going to
retire
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cued from the
lobby of our hotel,
where I insisted
on telling every-

one in hearing

range that the
Secur
ity man trying to get me back
to my room (I had
on my bath robe)
was "subversive."
Big Ears convinced the man-

agement that I

was in the FBI.
I will bet that
YOUR high school
friends have rescued you more than once, Big Ears has
pulled me out of dozens of embarrassing situations, He has explained to
unsuitable blind dates that I was suffering from dysentery. Bad dysentery.
He has convinced large and hairy men
that I was not really calling them
"gorillas/' but "scintillas," a calming
word unknown to most large, hairy
men. Big Ears would choose me SECOND to the last in boy's gym basketball ,
He taught me some German—
Continued on Page 8

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR
I have to applaud this year's firstyear students for their self-conf ident
attitude, It was only a few short
months ago that their bright, shiny
faces were in the admissions office,
ready to become part of the Colby
community. And boy, were they
excited.
Television shows such as MTV's
"Undressed" portray college as an
alcoholic, sexual free-for-all, where
no one has to visit Physician's
Assistant Alden Kent and there is no
post-hook-up dining hall awkwardness,
Only two weeks into the semester,
I have already witnessed many
instances of first-years' uninhibited
behavior and willingness to provide
comic relief for the rest of us, Still, I
chink there nre a few lessons yet to be
learned ,
For example, don't expect to get
any booty by knocking on n girl's

door at midnight n aked from the
waist up with your pants unzipped.
E specially when she has a boyfriend.
That may not be the best way to win
her, um, heart.
Another thing that has surprised
me is some people's will ingness to
walk about campus clad only in
thongs , Thongs, usually considered
female lingerie, have recently and
unfortunatel y been spotted on several males around Colby on the weekends. Perhaps the strip tease performed by some members of the football team during last semester 's drag
show Incited some men to change
from their usual boxer routine.
Maybe the thongs are forms of initiation, which makes me wonder: where
do they put their Colby cards? ,
It seems as though every year,
first-years try to cap last year's
record for blood alcohol level.
Though the usual dancing and pelvic
grinding that comes with consuming
large amounts of punch may seem
fun, remember that other, more

unfortunate side effects include your roommate arid wear matching
¦ ¦ ¦ '. '<
throwing up all over the bathroom outfits. That's just creepy.
Nonetheless, don't worry about;
and being shown pictures from
pieces of the night you don't remem- being "that girl;" someone else will!
ber., (When you come across any of be "that girl" next weekend. , . , .' <
those snapshots, burn them. They'll
I can say this with confidence;
just end up all' over Miller when you because, now in my third year of cot-;
finally turn 21.) When in doubt, stop lege, I feel there is little left for me to;
witness. I think that most upperclass*when you no longer feel ybur.feet. :
Being a first-year girl ,who gets men would agree with me. Most of us;
invited to almost every party by have b een just as stupid , just asupperclassmen may seem like a good drunk or (if we were lucky) witn
way to pave your way to Colby social nessed these examples of social su i-'
heaven. But that usuall y m eans cide without being directly involved- *
But, more realistically, the mis';v
you're on some locker room list , for
' takes of your first year aren't enougfe
thnt year and that year only.
Guys, don 't worry about sex too to , condemn you to solitary confine^
much. As first-yenrs, there won't be merit for the rest of your C61by|
enough of that happening to get too career, First-years always get sdmfc.i
leeway with their age being a sqmi;!
worked up a"bout it anyway.
valid
excuse. The point is to learijl
les
of
All of the previous examp
from
your
embarrassments. There is;
more
or
are
this negligent behavior
less due to the befuddling affects of nothing more annoying than sopho-;
alcohol. But there also are a lew other mores who still think they are firstthings thnt, while done sober, proba- years. By your second year, the only '
bly won't win you any friends, To cite excuse can stem from your lack ojf!
»
an instance, don 't go to a parly with judgm ent,
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In the hopes of remembering the events of September 11 and learning about different Colby community members' opinions of the attacks, the Echo asked several students,faculty and staff to write down their thoughts. We have tried to present a variety of opinions that are at once telling and provocati ve.Wepurposefu lly shied awayf r om the icons of September 11, the pictures and phrases that have become cliche through repetition, in the.hopes that these viewpoints will encourage original discourse
about the attacks. Continued discussion, in all forms, is the best way to always remember September 11 and themost effectiv e way to put the events in a meaningful context.

— A year of transition
•By ARIELLE ADAMS
'CONTRIBUTING WRITER

in a dark classroom completely
unaware of what was going on in
¦- '• • Ifs hard to believe a year has New York, Washington and
passed. From my last year in high Pennsylvania, let alone in our
school — a life of applications, own city.
Everything -was left to our
apathy and anxiety — to this: coland my mind began
imaginations
my
away,
.
From
home
to
lege
tr ansition f rom adolescen ce to to wander; I wondered how seriadulthood h as fi n ally come upon ous this all was. Who was hurt
;f me. Life is slowly beginning to and who was responsible?
I was worried. I didn't want
"¦Rave a new meaning for me. A
the
lights to come on and my
life
and
change has begun in my
questions
to be .answered. "Good
to
g
ro
w
and
to
,
I'm eager to learn
^ enjoy it all.
morning,'' my principal said. "I
¦
" Ifs hard to believe a year has have some serious news to report
' passed since my friend Carolyn to all of you. While we don't
' burst into my English class hys- know everything yet, there has
terical. She had heard that there been an attack on the World Trade
/had been some sort of attack in Center in New York City and on
'New York and thousands of peo- the Pentagon. Two planes struck
'^ple could be dead. What? I didn't earlier this morning and people
" quite get it. She didn't either. Our were in the building at the time.
'class just sat there in silence, try- There is no word as to who is
'ing to make sense of what little responsible. Televisions will be
information we had. Moments set-up in the library all day
later, our principal came over the today."
For the rest of the day, I sat
-school intercom calmly, instructing the teachers to go into "lock- with my classmates in the library
and cafeteria , captivated by the
down mode."
For the next 20 minutes we sat fantastic images appearing on the

screen. No one said much.
Everyone just gasped, sighed and
wondered the same thing: what
did it all mean?
Ifs strange to think that I was
an eyewitness to such a moment
in history. I observed a transition
in the world that is sure to reverberate for years to come. Sept. 11
was and sitll is one of the most
surreal days of my life.
Although I was a spectator to
such a tremendous event, I am
ambivalent when I think about
the events sternrning from th at
day.I don't feel like I have more to
say than the average person.
Everyone in the world has
undoubtedly felt the repercussions from the events of Sept. 11,
some more than others. However,
I feel like I'm just like most people.
From a time of relative peace to
a newfound War on Terrorism,
ffom va life before college to my
new life on Mayflower Hill, it's
amazing how much our lives and
our world can change in just a
year.

— Far away feels even farther
By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT

Before going abroad I did not
^think about the things that I should
have. I never thought about getting
sick, I never thought about missing
birthdays, about phone calls or
missing home. Now that I have a
"cold that will not quit, ate the worst
birthday cake ever for a twentyfirst party and have only spoken to
one family member since arriving,
I'm feeling a little lonely.
OK, so I am in Cork, with 24
other students from Colby and a
professor to take care of me, but it is
still a little weird to be so far from
home. We only get 10 television stations, and they keep talking about
Bush, Blair, Iraq and Sept. 11. How
can I be an entire ocean away from
America on such an important day?
I read the e-mail from Dean
Kassman about the flowers and the
moment of silence, but I will proba,bly be asleep when all of that is
"happening. I will be missing out on
"something very important. There
are no American flags put out in
Ireland. How will I feel the solidarity, sorrow and strength that will be
permeating the country?
*- What can I do to feel like I am
?more connected . to my country? I
can watch the Irish newscasters talk
about the tragedy of September
• the eleventh" (as they call it here); I
' can read the newspapers; I might be
''•able to figure out how to call home.
' 'But I feel like a spectator,
f
Yesterday on my way to the
| " >„

immigration office, I stopped outside a little store to meet another
member of my group. We were all
chatting and laughing when a Irish
man walked up to our group and
started to talk to us. He was short
with white hair and he was wearing
a tweed coat and hat. He was the
epitome of what I thought all Irish
men looked like.
He asked us if we were
American. We assented (in our loud
American way) and he stopped to
tell us how sorry he was for our
upcoming anniversary and that his
thoughts- were -with us. - Itr was
strange to have someone we had
never before met come up and offer
condolences, but I was touched.
What else could he do? What else
can I do?
To many Irish people, we stick
out: loud, big pants, big groups,
tourists with our cameras and
guidebooks. What makes us
American? Is it that? Is it our patriotism, our love of red, white and
blue? Are we really obnoxious and
naive? Do other people see us as big
American football players who run
around in our huge cars without a
care for what might be in the way
or who may get hurt?
I think that when foreigners
want to criticize us they do see that,
but when they look harder, they see
that we are a new group of people.
We are children compared to many
countries. We are enthusiastic, and
hopeful; we see the world optimistically. We are na'ive. I have
learned that after being here for a

week. We are not efficient. There is
so much, as a country, that we have
to learn.
They feel for us. How strange,
how amazing. I think the only possible way for me to feel closer to
home on September 11 is to think
about how much I love it there,
how much I miss real orange juice,
huge cars and big sidewalks. I will
try to feel as American as possible
— wear my camera around my
neck, be loud and eat French fries,
not chips. I will think about what
happened, how everyone seemed
to feel closer, how the Colby bubble
seemed to break to include all ot
America last September, and I hope
that I will feel some of the bubble
on Wednesday.
I know that I will see countless
videotapes of the WTC collapsing
for the next week, but I think that
what I will look for is not so much a
reminder of the traged y, though
that is important, but I will look for
the American dream that will carry
on. I will be hopeful that such horrific acts will never happen again. I
hope that we do learn to be a little
more empathetic, more caring
about the world around us. I hope
that we learn to be a stronger country. I also hope that we will not lose
our optimistic point of view.
Being far away from home is a
learning experience. Mom is sending over some Sudafed and some
cake mix, I think our group will
learn to talk a little more softly, I
think I will learn what being an
American is really about.
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¦— Adjusting to fear ,extremism, and p rejudice

, By H O WARD LUPOVITCH
, DIR.OF JEWISH STUDIES AND
' PULVER FAMILY ASST. PROP.OF
." HISTORY

' ' Thirty years ago this past weekend, 11 Israeli athletes were kidJ
napped and murdered at the
" Munich Olympics by Black
' September, a Palestinian terrorist
cell, It is one of my earliest memories of a major news event.
I remember thinking that It
,'; could not happen here , Munich,
; after all, Is a far cry from New
<; York, Detroit or any other
American city, Such confidence
was reinforced three or four years
later by a brief passage I rend In
George Orwell's "1984" that
• always filled me with nn odd sense
"<¦ ot security,
'. The author of Goldstein's Book ,
' Orwell's would-be blueprint for
his dystopian world, expl ained
¦that Oceania was Impervious to
invasion becnuse of the sheer size
' of the Atlantic and Pacifi c Oceans,
. *. In real life terms, no on e could
over Invn de tho United Stntes,
This sense of security dissipated nftor Sbpt, 11, Terrorist attacks
nro no longer confined to tho
world news section of tho Now
York Times or nightly news, It did
hnpp on h or o, nnd wo na Americans
hnvo spent n yonr adjusting,

For many of us, adjusting has Semitism In Europe reminded us
meant an earlier departure to the that, alas, religious and ethnic
airport, a momentary hesitation hatred is not the sole property of
about visiting New York City, Islam. On the contrary, we had to
Washington D.C, or Disney World. face the troubling fact that the craYet there is something familiar dle of Western Enlightenment wns
about this new mentality. It is the and apparently still is fertile
mental ity of d ally life In the State ground for hostility toward Jews,
of Israel, For half a century, El Al
A thousand years ago,
gate attendants have been asking Europeans diverted their fear of
pass engers th e same ser ies of Muslims to a less-menacing, readiquest ions abou t their lugga ge tha t ly accessible tnrget, This year, the
Americans have encountered only tepid response of the European
for the Inst year; Who packed it? community to terrorist attacks
Has it been with you at all limes? against Israel, tho lone outpost of
Did n stranger ask you to carry democrncy and enlightenment in
something?
the Middle East, suggests that hisThe most mundane Journeys In tory mny occasionally mimic itself
Israel give one pause: Do I ride the even it is does not repent itself,
Thankfully, Eur op e is Europ e
moot djreel bus to tho Hebrew
Un iversity even though it mokes and tho United Stntes Is not, With
three stops In east Jerusalem? Do I few exceptions, Amorj cnn fenr of
drive from Jerusalem to Eilnt via Islnmi c fundnmenlolism did not
Hebron or lengthen tho trip by two b ecome mass hostility toward
hours by not crossing the green Arnb-Amerlcnns for having « farlino? Ono always hns hnd to think removed connection to terrorists
twice nbout oven tho most ordi- or townrd American Jews for supnary journeys ,
porting iho Stole of Israel, So fnr,
But this hns been more thnn n the Unllod Stntes government nnd
year of mundane adjustments, the American pooj -tlo hnvo been
Sept, 11 brought us fnco-lo-faco not nblo to focus on tho ronl vJllflln.
only wl lh terrorism, but with other Wh ether or not Iho culprits mo
forms of extremism. Just when wo brou ght to justice, score ono for
woro prepared to uoo twenty-first democracy, tolerance nnd enlightcentury fanaticism ns « product of enment,
rndl cnl Islnm, n surge of nntlimiiiiimii—¦¦«—¦—nimiii ¦¦mi l— min

— ¦No peace withoutjus tice, no justice
withoutforgiveness
By RACHEL NELSON
CATHOLICCAMPUS MINISTER .
As the one-year anniversary of
the atrocities of Sept. 11, 2001
approaches, I h ave been asked to
offer some reflections from a religious perspective. I should start by
acknowledging that I write and
think from a Catholic perspective.
While, my Jewish, Muslim,
Buddhist, Hindu, Pagan and
Protestant brothers and sisters may
resonate with some of my thoughts,
I do not claim to' speak for all religious people. What I offer are my
thoughts, my observaitons, my sorrow and my hope for the future.
I first heard of the events in' New
York, . Washington, D.C.- ' and
Pennsylvania at about 10:30 a.m. I
was at home, without the TV or
radio on, reading and enjoying my
day off when the Dean of Students'
Office called me and asked me to
come in. I was told that two planes
had crashed into tlie World Trade
Center and I was needed on campus.
My first response was deep sorrow, sorrow for the people who died,
sorrow for their families, sorrow for
all of us as we sought to come to
terms with such enormous loss. Like
many others, I called my family,
finding out that my uncle had been
in the south tower of the World
Trade Center when tlie planes hit.
He escaped death only because he
chose to evacuate himself and his
staff against the instructions of officials. •
I spent the rest of the day in the
chapel, talking to students, faculty
and staff, praying with them, trying

to find answers to questions that
have no answers; Why would God
let this happen? Why were the final
prayers of all of those.people who
died not answered? How could
someone hate anything so much that
he would do this? How can I come to
forgive the people who did this? I
believe that in some ways we are sitll
asking these quesitons, although We
may ho longer be.asking them aloud;
I know that I am still asking them.
Throughout that long day, I
spoke to people about their fear.
There were common themes to those
conversations. We spoke about our
families and whether we knew anyone in New York. We spoke about
how the world no longer felt safe.
We spoke about anger. All of these
have been common themes in the
media throughout the past year.
But we also spoke of something
that seems to have been ignored: fear
of what would come next; We were
afraid of war. Many of the people I
talked to that day did not think that
we should respond to violence with
violence. We spoke about forgiveness.
Right now, forgiveness is not a
popular thing to talk about in this
country. Our leaders speak of an
"Axis of Evil." We have been fighting a war with the intent of killing
terrorists rather than bringing them
to justice.
Forgiveness does not mean ignoring the evil that another person has
committed. It does not mean that
there are no consequences for our
actions. I firmly believe that there
will be no lasting peace without jus-

tice. It is necessary for aU people to
face what they have done and to
seek to repair harm. However, my
tradition holds onto a fundamental
belief that no person is beyond
redemption.
People are not evil, although their
actions may be. Even in the .face of
extreme evil, we are called to seek
reconciliation. We are called to desire
the redemption of the enemy,not his
death'. It is never acceptable to
respond to evil with evil. It is not in
punishing those who hurt us that we
find healing,' but in offering them
love.
A year later, I am still struggling
to find meaning in those horrific
events. My struggle is magnified by
my sorrow that my country has chosen to respond to hatred with further
hatred. The rhetoric of our leaders
includes declarations that our enemies are evil. We have sought
revenge rather than healing. We
have not loved our enemies. We
have not desired their healing and
redemption, only their deaths.
¦We as a nation have failed to listen to the voices of reconciliation in
the world. We have ignored the
pleas of religious leaders from many
faiths who have asked us to stop the
cycle of violence that creates terrorism.
A year later, I find myself praying
for peace. I am praying in hope that
we as a nation will come to recognize the truth in the words Pope
John Paul II spoke in his annual message on the World Day of Peace (Jnn,
1, 2002), "No peace without justice,
no justice without forgiveness."
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On September 11 and in the follo wingdays, Colby students provided support f o r one another.

Terrorism is a universal evil
By TAFFIE GWITIMAH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After a 20-hour plnne journey
from Johannesburg, I went directly
to the smoking lounge at the airport in Atlanta , Amid the foul
stench of the different blends of
tobacco that were surrounding me
ns I puffed on my cancer stick, I
happened to meet a woman who
was very Interested In world
affairs; wo started to discuss the
World Trade Center bombings that
had occurred on Sept. 11.
After telling her I wns studying
in Europe on tho day It happened
nnd saw an army of different ronelions to the tragedy, I nskod her
what the overall feeling wns whore
sho enmo from in the Slates, Sho
mentioned tho usual responses of
nnger, hur l, disgust nnd other
things normally expected after the
occurrence of such n trnumntic
experience anywhere in Iho world,
Sho then nuked mo wlint the overall
feeling wns nmong some people I
had conio Across elsewhere in Ihe
worl d,
She wns shocked, ns most peopl e here nro, lo discover thnt tboro
nro people in Europe, Afri ca, the
Mid dle Enst nnd ninny oilier
pln ccs, who do not fpol the lonstblt
of sadness or sympn lhy nnd nro
even indifferent to whnt lino
occurred In Iho United Slates,
She Wflft oven more shocked in
diw covw Ihnt Owe woro people
who rojoicoil nl llie coming down of

the twin towers.' This is what
intrigues me about the twin towers
disaster: the fact that some people
do not believe anyone can possibly
hate the United States of America
enough to bomb, kill, maim and
destroy people like they did on
9/ 11.
The truth is that in other parts of
the world, many people await the
destruction of major powers like
the U.S, Many people are willing to
stand aside when others cause
major disasters like the one this
country faced a year ago. Reasons
are mnny and varied; they include
the fact thnt major powers have
otlcn stood aside and let terrorist
activities occur elsewhere nnd nt
times have even supplied wenpons
nnd ammunition , to p lnccs where
they knew terrorist activities were
going on, only because of their
Interest In the resources of thnt
country; for exnmplo, due to the
diamond market in Siorrn J-eone,
Lives woro lost due lo th at debacle nnd more were lost In other
plnccs where terrorist ncllvJIJes,
sponsored nnd lion-sponsored by
Ihe West, hnve killed people, In
some enses more than 5,000 , nt n
Hmo, nnd received Iltll o news coverage or Attention from mnny
Western countries,
This In ck of inform n'lion or misrcpresoninlion of it loft mnny peopl e In this country nnd In others In
th e West , wh on (hoy were nl finy
slngo oltn ckod, foolinj*' ns though
(hoy nlon o worn being Inraolod by

terrorists. Terrorism, however, is a
universal thing.
I believe that any act of terrorism is wrong and that any act In
which innocent lives are lost is
wrong, Therefore, the Sept. 11 Inciden t wns neither fair, just nor good,
no matter , how many misquotations and bad interpretations of the
Prophet Mohammed's words in the
Holy Qu'ran are used to justify the
World Trade Center attacks,
What is wrong is the fact that
the incident is presented ns the only
net of terrorism of importance ,
Why? Because many others occur
In the rest of the world to which
news companies here and in llie
rest of the Western world give littl e
or blnsod coverage, whi ch l en d s to
blnsed views,
We should remember there are
many nets of terrorism that nre
committed by this nnd probnbly
every other country in Iho world
w|lh the resources lo do so, oy on If
lliey nro not cnljed "nets of terrorIsm," hu t nro put under the guise of
dpfoiislvo strategy or other politica l
cover-up terms, Thoy would not bo
j iiollfled In parliaments nnd policymilkin g bodies if thoy woro,
Wo should jj o'Jn fiolidnrily w\\h
llioso people nffocled by Ihoso nets,
ns well ns the people who hnvo lost
(h eir livelihood-*, iholr families nnd
lliolr right to fool secure in Iholr
own city, Now York, nn d In iholr
own country, tho" United Slnlos of
Amorl en,

BASSETT

By MATTHEW MORRISON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I am a loser. Why am I a loser?
Well, I do have a strange liking for a
certain calendar called "Fruity
Curies" that picks twelve lucky
babies to adorn with berries and
other healthy treats and gives each
of them a very sperial month to call
their own, but that
is really only the
least of my problems.
No, it all started
the first day I
arrived at school.
Of course, I came
bearing my safety
blanket: my jazzy
cell
Samsung
phone.
Not only does
this earthly marvel
make the everbroadening world
of a college firstyear student comfortably smaller, it
lifts the average kid like me to an
elusive coolness status.
At least, it can.
There's a terrible flipside to my
flip-phone, however. An untimely
ring in a public place can rob one of
any dignity achieved by the mere
possession of the traveling god.
On my first night at school, while
meeting with my COOT leaders and
fellow COOTers, during a dead
silence that could only be matched
by the sound that snow is currently
making in the barren tundra of
Antarctica, my cell phone went off.
There I was, an already-apprehensive first-year with a still-covert liking for costumed toddlers, whose
cell phone just started "Ode to Joy"ing all over the place. Now, I was not
socially inept enough to answer the
phone in the presence of all the
future campers, but I could tell that
it would still be very hard to win
back my compadres after this devastating social blow.
I learned a valuable lesson that

evening. Cell phones bring nothing
but evil to the world. Granted, they
start out looking friendly. They're so
damn small that the average consumer assumes that these plastic
devil-batons couldn't hurt a fly.
Everyone remembers Zack Morris;
his giant-yet-innocent cell phone
brought only joy and mischief to the
Bayside campus.
In its early
years, the mobile
phone was a lifesaver, used mainly
by medical personnel who needed to
be alerted quickly
of any disturbance.
As. the phone has
smaller,
grown
though, the control
that
humans
extend over the
universe has also
diminished.
This
writer
would like to
argue that cell
phones' shiny,digitized exteriors are
only a cover for a dark world of
stored potential to isolate and
embarrass any human foolish
enough to wield the sleeping monster. When not feeding our brains
with their carcinogenic rays,
Beelzebub's toys are constantly
working to end humor and natural
social interactions between the
members of our species.
The phone, brings with it a breed
of hideous jokes specifically intended to raise the level of stupidity in
humankind. Almost without fail,
when someone utters, "Can you
hear me now?" during a cell phone
conversation,.some nearby Seinfeld
chimes in with "good." This crack is
becoming a mainstay in popular
joke making. I fear that it will soon
become the only comedy familiar to
our people. The mind will continue
to narrow and the "If you love it so
mu ch, why don't you marry it?" joke
will make a cultural resurgence.
Meanwhile, as our creativity
flounders, the world of cell phones
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When not f e e d i n g
our brains with their
carcinogenic rays,
s toys are
Beelzebub'
constantly working
to end humor and
natural social interactions betweenthe
members of our
sp ecies.

will continue to invade.
They have changed the "way that
humans socialize. In decades past,
an individual would
take time out of his or
her day to recline and
have an intimate talk
with an old friend ,
perhaps in the billiard
room or even the parlor; Now, in a society
where multi-tasking is
the norm, that same
individual will only
talk to his old buddy '
after 9:00 p.m. for a
pre-allotted 8-10 minutes while driving to yoga. The cap
that companies have put on "free"
talking time has truly changed the
way that people interact.
The following letter, allegedly
received at the Laketown . General

Hospital in May 2002, exemplifies
this: "Dear Grandma, I'm quite sorry
to hear that you are in the hospital. I
hear
that
strokes are a
real . bitch. I
know
that
you wanted
to hear the
sound of my
voice more
than
anything,
and
you will. In
1
1 days. I
have run out
of peak time
minutes for this billing cycle and
hospital restrictions prevent me
from calling at night. I'm sure that
you understand. Love, Mikey."
While letters like this may not
occur frequently, or ever for that

The mind wilt continue to narrow and the
"If y ou love it so
much, why don't y ou
marry it?" j okewill
make a cultural
resurgence.
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"fenster," window, I think — ""arid
often drove me home from jjlhe
Outlaw (you can imagine what *yy$nt
on there: once Keith Rozendal dphk
a bottle of Grain Belt in 2.3 secQJJIis /
— a bottle, not a glass). • • •
(
|| *
. Big Ears came all the way fjti'm
South Dakota to Colby to honoftftvy
retirement (he has not come back'for
one of my several retirements sintle).
We try to get together yearly*' but
we talk on the phone every jlfew
weeks.
jM
Yesterday he reported that Keith
Rozendal was very ill, and not fromJ.
the Grain Belt at The Outlaw overdo' years ago. We age — Big Ears anil I •'
— but we're not going down without a fight. Big Ears just beat
prostate cancer, and I try to ignore
','¦.*;!
my Type II diabetes.
My favorite Big Ears King story
took place one day after high schppl
when we were walking through^he
of South Dakota's favorite toujisH
attractions — a prairie dog to^n.
Prairie dogs are cute and rerj\ind
¦
outsiders of Chip and Dale. In f' act,
they are nasty little rodents thatj.'tm
now thinking of adding to the listj|of
creatures to allow into your hej ad
cages.
;; *;;
Anyway,Big Ears ran up against
one who decided that Big was< a
menace to his domestic .peace,»and\f
he assumed a karate position atop
his mound, daring Big Ears' vto
approach. I could hear Big Ears saying, "Look, I don't want your mate.
She's a goddamn prairie dog." ;; $•
So some more advice from-the
old: keep in touch with your personal Big Ears King. He/ she may be
from Colby, a college friend. 'But
don't let your old friends go. They t
know you better than you know
yourself. And who knows wKen
you'll start calling Security men sub¦ ¦
versive.
-=.'
Just for the record, Big Earsilias
normal ears: he's just never lived
down a silly high school nickname.
***
I'm not telling mine.

matter, there is an important point
here to recognize. The "practical"
pirates of pocket space now govern
the rules of conversation. So much of
our social lives are controlled by precious 60-second intervals that people
are often much more concerned
about the length of a call than its
substance, and people like Grandma
are constantly victimized by the
dark side.
Already,many other people have
complained about cell phones; their
lack of service, their tendency to
make calls without prompting.
Nevertheless, none of these people
actually stop using their phones.
They think that they are only signed
up for a year, and that they can cancel service, but in reality they have
made a lifelong pact, one that will
bind them to their little monsters for
life.

About those old people who grade you Empty words at the State of the Collegl
By JEFF KASSER

VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF
PHILOSOPHY
Someone on the faculty probably
knows quite a lot about you. A couple
of us have read that admissions essay
in which you described some experience "that made me who I am today."
We've read (or will read) papers that
reveal your deep est convictions as
well as your inability to deploy apostrophes.
You, on the other hand, probably
know relatively little about us, despite
all of the time you spend (supposedly)
listening to us. You claim to be
impressed by our (alleged) intelligence, but sometimes you seem to
think us rather dense. When you profess a deep an d abid ing interest in a
course about which you probably
know noth ing we're capable of figuring out that what deeply interests you
is the fact that the course meets at
10:00 a,m. or has no final exam.
Similarly, we've caught on to the
fact that two kinds of students tend to
populate one-credit book seminars:
students pursuing genuine intellectual Interests and students looking to
accumulate credits without writing
papers, How hard do you think it is to
figure out who belongs in each group?
Finally, let me assure you that ifs no
great shakes to determine who hasn 't
done the reading for a given class. As
highly trained professionals, we can
detect abj ect terror, complete bewilderment and brazen cvanlvcness,
So, ns a service to Colby students,
let me try to provide n bit of Insight
into The Fncully Mind, My render will
have gathered that there Is, of course,

discovered Snood. We like it, but - our
procrastination-empathy won't get
you an extension.
Here's another shocker: most
members of the Colby faculty drink.
And I'm not talking about a sip of
sherry or cognac during a discussion
of the aesthetics of the Frankfurt
School. Students freak out (with joy or
with horror) if they see faculty members having a beer. If I remember my
Colby lore, Bassett brought beer technology with him when h e came here
during the Late Bronze Age.
I think he made it out of dates. We
like beer. We don't like Natty Light.
And we. don't understand beer die. If
you can master a game that complicated while you're drunk, shouldn't
you be able to write better exams
while you're sober? An d we rea ll y
don 't understand how the pleasant
students in our classrooms turn into
idiotic Destroyers of Dorms over the
weekend.
Most of your professors want you
to like them, personally as well as professionally. Not too personall y, of
course (that woul d be "sketchy ";
we've learned that word from you).
We can't straightforwardly be your
friends, in part because we're too
busy, We're also too old, and we do
have to maintain some semblance of
(Cartman voice here) authority,
Some faculty wnn l to think of
themselves on tho model of beloved
(If eccentric) nunts or uncles, Younger
nnd more deluded faculty (anybody

nround Jon Stewart's nge or so, or
nnyone who regularly watches "Tho
Simpsons") might aspire to come
across as somi-cool older siblings, We
(mostly) know thnt we're not cool, but
no such thing, nnd thnt I generalize hope springs eternal,
shamelessly about students and faculAnd most of us like most of you,
ty, No, I will not toj ernte similarl y For starters, you're a pretty smart lot.
sbnmeless generalizing in student Quito a number of you do volunteer
essays.
work, explore Mnino (nnd nwny) nnd
First nnd contrary to the tenor of cJmllengo yourselves nthlollcnlly or
mnny questions we get asked these nrt islicnlly outside the classroom.
d nys, we do not hnvo summers "off," Mnny of you nre just p lain Interesting.
Don't got mo wrong; your tenchers We often notice nnd rospect whnt you
hnve o good gig. Hut it Is a 12-month do, nnd wo should do n boiler job of
fjlg , Wo don't hnn g out ot Iho bench snyin g so, Your well-roundedncss
lolling tho syllnbus tree ripen its fruit Jwlps mnny of you rope, Slnco you're
nil Qummcr an d Ihon suddenly dis- good nt an Astounding army of things,
cover whnt we'll Inlk nbout for 13 you enn romnln self-possessed In Iho
weeks.
light of occnsionnl weaknesses or fallKn ch clnss nmounls to 30 or so clnss urea, 7'Ms is improfislvo; mnny of us
presentations, nnd you kn ow (or will lnckod such oqunnlmily nt your ngo ,
soon know) Ihnt it tnkos pwpnrnllon
Wb think, howovor, Ihnt wo dotocl
llmo to mnko decent uno of dnss tlmo, n fow downsides lo Iho pmvnlonco of
And Ihon Ihoro nro ibotip pesky lllllo woll'ioundodn oss nl Colby, For one
nr llcj es nnd books wo wrllo. As writ- tiling, ,wo'd fiomollinos llko to «oo
ers, wo understand procroslinnllon , mora drive nnd dlsflntlsfncllon In Iho
by Iho wny. Think of how mnny nendomic nronn, Wd Rot (Irocl of iho
brooks you tnko from willing n five- fnct ihnt ncndornlc oxcollonco Is oflon
pnflo pnpor, Now envision wrlllilg n jiifit ono kind of ncblovemonl mound
book, As a result, warn] of us hnvo liura; It should nt Jo/ml bo fi rst nmong

equals; We joke that our students are
well-rounded because they lack
edges.
On tlie other hand, we'd like to see
less drive and dissatisfaction in some
other areas. The local norms of wellroundedness undermine as many students as they support. Some of you
become convinced that you have to be
slender and strong .and funny and
smart (but, alas, not too smart) and
each'thing that anybody else is.
Here we think we detect partial
sources of such local problems as eating disorders and a general intellectual and cultural blandness. Most of us
think this blandness places special
burdens on those who are distinctively intellectually energetic and also on
those who are non-white, nonAmerican, non-wealth y, non-heterosexual, non-secular or just nonconformist.
This bothers us, and n ot because
we were at Woodstock. Your
youngish), liberal(ish) professors did
not get their politics during the 1960's.
Do the math, The jun ior faculty might
have been protesting diaper rash in
the 1960's, but not much else. Wanna
talk about any of this stuff? Thai's
why we're here.

By EMILY HONIG
OPINIONS EDITOR

Imagine yourself at a meeting. No,
not just a meeting. More of, say, an
address. A big one. The State of the
College address, perhaps? Yes, I suppose thafs a possibility. Anything is,
these days. My point is this: imagine
yourself at the State of the College
address, listening to our illustrious
SGA President Gretchen Groggle and
our h ighly accomplished President
Bro Adams discuss topics that directly
pertain to everyone around here - topics like, say, transparency and openness and increasing student bod y
i nv olvement at multiple levels of
bureaucracy,student government, and
planning.
Next, imagine that no one is listening. The room is half empty, people
coming and goi ng as they p lease.
When the floor is opened for questions, a long, awkward pause ensures,
only to be broken not by a student, but
by a faculty member. What does this
say about transparency and openness?
To me, it says that these are empty
statements, Whether they are simply
hollow or empty because they are
waiting to be filled remains to be seen,
President Adams talked a lot about

a very interesting concept: the idea of
civilityon campus; This should'consist
of tolerant argument. Argument is a
large part of what gives the dialogue
interest and vitality, of course.
This is a noble goals, and it is sensitive to the way we usually conduct
arguments at Colby. Judgements are
made about someone's character in
the midst of a conversation, and then
the conversation ends.
However, the faculty member mentioned earlier brought up a good
point: how does civility relate to
silence? How does tlie bureaucracy
intend to itself be civil and open?
There is a certain numbness on campus, an unwillingness to discuss awkward issues and a shunning of those
who dare. This is a short list of a select
few topics that ar e ea sy for us to talk
about, and beyond that is only a thick
silence. Is this an internal extension of
the ever-apathetic Colby Bubble?
Presidents A da ms an d Gr oggl e
spoke about institutional openness
and accountability, an d about how t o
sustain a civil conversation without
inadvertentl y shutting it down (presumably by making it too dry l y ci vil
for people to bother continuing,) My
response to them is this: how can one
expect to sustain these kinds of dia-

logues, when it seems like, the majority of-Colby students:, are -often "tiriinformed and, worse, unwilling *to
' -: .%*
involve themselves?
How many times have you wafted
past an event, a protest, a speaker/and
thought something like, "Hey. Maybe I
should go to that. I should take advantage of all this stuff around here." Now
imagine again: how many times have^i
you actually made plans in advanc&to
go to one of these events? Further-itill:
how many times have you walked
past a protest and seen its organizers
angry that so few people have tufr"ed
out for their cause?
.. ' *"
People want action, but only When
it is convenient, not too boring and yet
,
""_
still quite comfortable,
^
are-rj
ow'
This is not to say that there
vocal, active, vital, interested, { ,
inf ormed and motivated siudentVall
around Colby. There are, an d they are
ev erywh ere, but they are a vbcal
minority, unjustly mali gned whervall
they aro trying to do most of the! time
'.- ¦ '*„
is stir people up.
or
not
afyjut
Al l the talk - empty
openness, accountability, and trnfts-j
parency - can be of no importij nee-'
until more students start joinin g;'this
minority.
. '*] .
¦

' a*
¦
!¦ «• »

Preside nts ' Corner
In the name of keeping students
Informed about the intricacies of the
Student Government Association, the
Echo will publish a select Ion from the
minutes of every Presi dents ' Council
meeting, For Ihe minutes in full,
p lease refer to SGA's Web site
(wwtv.coiln/.edu/sgnlniimiteB),
Mot ion 3i I, Don Soifort of
Troworgy, move thnt we establish
n dross code of "business cnsunl"
for Presidents' Council meetings
f or iho duration of Iho school
y onr,
Chris fuipornnnt '0B; Friendl y
nmcn d?Tiont, chan ge "business
cnsunl" lo "business nlllro , "
Am olij i Conralone 'Mi Whnt is
Ihe difference between business
nlllr o nnd business cnsunl?
Bupemantt It's n jacket nnd lie
for guys inslond of n just n colInrod shirt, I'm not onto whnt it
would moon for girls,
Michael Silbermnn 'OBi I think
Ihnt biislnofls ntliro Is loo formnl,
I th ink thnt people would think
Iho moniboro of tlio Presidents'
Council woro snooty,
Suptirnnnli Wo ropraiionl othor

students, We need to look like '
we're going to work to do business.
Emm a James '05: Dressing up is n
joke , It's not necessary to bo so
dressed up,
Adrian "LnRochclle '04: 1 think
being on Presidents' Council is n
legitimate service, I don't wnnt to
hnv e to chnngo my personn, But I
don't mind dressing up,
Scifert: People are going to think
you 'ro snooty based on how you
a ct not on how you dress,
Gretchen Groggel '03i I think wo
nre just roppnting arguments,
Mnybo someone should move to
nm end It bnck to business casual,
Jonathan Eisenbcrg '05i Define
business cnminl,
Kyle Mnnson 'OBi I move to
amend iho motion to establish ,
busin ess cnounl ns th o d ress code,
Silbormnni I think wo need to
mnk o Iho dross code mom cnsunl
nn d loss drossod up,
Knto Crocker mi I llilnk that
,
business cnsunl is appropriate
pr
TJiHcnborB^J move tho evious
questi on,
Motion cnrrlOfl,

Wlilili, one *v«i»)«l y»i» <lmn»r '

, <
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Ethnic
Vocal
Ensemble because
thev
felt
it
described
their
By MELV LADERA
musical selections and styling.
|
( **iL A&E EDITOR
"Ethnic does not mean that it has to be
a person of color. Ethnic is just soulful
¦
The Ethnic Vocal Ensemble is a breath singing," Ramos said.
• '. m
The group does not like to focus on
-; S
of fresh air among Colby 's myriad a cap•"'' m ' pella groups. Their first concert last one music genre. They enjoy turning all
spring was a hit, and this year the group sorts of songs into soul, Ramos said.
''"* M
01 m - A blew everyone away at the A Cappella
American and Women Studies faculty
fellow Heidi Kim was
s
Sampler.
an important factor in
The
group,
^Am
their success. Kim
* 1' M . formed in March
j' : m pushed them to start ,
2002, is mostly
the group and helped
?"? M * comprised of talr;
them every step of the
• ra
ented singers who
:way
.
auditioned for the
. ' ¦"S
is
The
group
•§3
other a cappella
leased
with
the
posi-. "Ei
p
were
but
groups
¦"
tive support they have
M
rejected.
*'"'
^e SrouP con"
— Betsy Ramos '04 received from the
%
Colby community.
sists of Aliceli}
EVE
member
"
"We didn't know
-' I
Marie Allen '04,
how
peop le were
Nadra Crawford
fi M
Ramos said.
to
react
to
this
stuff,
going
Amina
Mclntyre
+" M
'05,
Gilbert
'05, Rharaka
Other a cappella groups have been
' •" 1 '04, Melissa Minaya '03, Betsy Ramos '04
''" a
receptive to the new group, Ramos said.
and Chyann Oliver '04.
-* M
"it was a joke at first," Oliver said. After one concert, Alison McAnneny '03,
"li's a blessing in disguise that all of us a member of the Colbyettes, approached
'' m
S
didn't make the other a cappella groups; EVE and said, "Welcome to the family of
p
" ja
though it is kinda strange to think. This a cappella," Ramos said.
After great receptions at their first two
"H
way, we wouldn't have been able to come
'
performances, EVE is looking forward to
"
together
like
this.
T EJ
. '' Ej
The singers incorporate, poetry and their next show. They plan to perform at
'' ''¦¦[a
themes into their performances. They the a cappella concert during Family
"*'* Hj ' believe poetry is a type of music that Homecoming Weekend in October, and
MELV LADERA/ THE COLBY ECHO
-1' S ' speaks to people.
sometime in November.
EVE's divas, (clockwisef r o m left, Gilbert, Crawford , Ramos, Oliver, Minaya ,
-; M
' The singers chose to name the group
an d Mclntyre.)

i-l ' - - :

g *jp Ethnic does not
*
mean that it has
to be a p erson of color.
Ethnic is j ust soulf ul

singing.

Jtj - '
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Creative but not
enough wind
By JESSE DELAUGHTER

STAFFWRITER

With his orange pants and white
hair, retired University of Maine
Professor Don Strattori had students
eating dinner in Foss Friday, Sept. 6
scratching their heads wondering,
"Who is that guy?"
Those who followed him to the
Marylow Coffeehouse soon found
out. StrartOn was there to play the
trumpet, along with four younger
University of Maine graduates.
Harley Smith was on drums,
Cassidy Holden on bass, Paul
Ppllini on guitar and Jake Sturtevant
on keys.
On Friday, the quintet called
itself the . Kitchen Sink. The group,
minus Stratton, has performed several times at Colby in the past under
the name Perpetual Motion
Machine:
That night, the Coffeehouse was
almost full to start with, and the
capacity of the new space was tested
as the band started into its first set,
luring a steady stream of listeners
from outside.
The first song was a 10-minute
showcase of the group's individual
talents, with each member delving
into his own solo, twisting and turn|
|
i ing around Smith's creative beats.
Stratton's trumpet solo in the third
m song was particularly nice, building
from a simple, quiet melody into a
complex crescendo with the full
band blaring behind him.
At times however, Stratton didn't
seem to have quite enough wind to
really drive the sound home.
Perhaps the best-appreciated
song of the night was a cover of
Beck's funky and funny "Debra,"
which showcased the impressive
vocal range of Pollini and the guest
guitar of Eric Eichler '03, the organizer of the event.
After a break, the band got back
to . its more typical quirky-yet-cohesive sound.
The music rema ined engaging
throughout the second set, and it
would have been nice to hear the
guys play a bit longer, but the louder sounds of J-Live on the Dana
Lawn were threatening to take the
WWW.ROLLINGSTONE.COM
spotlig
ht, and cau sed Kitchen Sink
Hip-hop artist J -Live,
to wrap things up rather abruptly.
The band was pleased with the
a good turnout. A lot of pe ople came
turnout and with the acoustics in
and seemed to be enjoying themthe revamped Coffeehouse. Smith
selves."
"The alcohol got kin d of out of said, "I don't think we've ever
hand. Otherwise J-Live's perforplayed for this many people at
Colby before. Ifs nice."
mance was a success," Jackson said,
Perpetual Motion Machine plays
"I want to especia ll y thank Lee
L'Heureux '03 an d everyone else shows in Augusta and surround ing
that helped make the show happen," a rea s an d has a CD out called
"Welcome to Diagonal Lines."
Jackson said.

I

A hip-hoppin' Loudness with J-Live

U WI
By i
LISA ANDRACKE
^^^^^^^^^
^^ ^^m^^
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Hip-hop artist J-Live and opening act DJ Jon got the crowd jumping
on the first night of Loudness. At 10
p.m. Friday, Sept. 6, swarms of
Colby students came to see the performance.
It was a warm night at Colby, and
having the concert outdoors on
Dana Lawn allowed students plenty
of space to dance to J-Live's lyrics
and beats.
It seemed to be a wild night for
most. The keg line in the beer garden
was huge and students were dancing hard .
"An M.C. is someone who is lyrically skilled and a crowd motivator.
When I think M.C, I think J-Live,"
Social Chair Thomas Jackson '03
said.
"J-Live is not talking about how
cool his dia mond watch is or how
many cars he has—he's got good
messages," Jackson said.
"Whoever told you that it was all
good lied. So throw your fists up if
you not satisfied. Until we all free,

is
j p ^ >J -Live not
talking
about how cool his
diamond watch is
or how many cars
he has-he 's g ot
good niessagesjjff i
— Thomas J ackson '03
Social Chair

I'll never be satisfied," J-Live sang
during his show.
J-Live's song "Satisfied" tells of
post 9/11 political issues and asks
questions such as "What do you
stand for?" and "Aire you satisfied?"
Carolyn Hunt '05 felt the meaning of J-Live's songs may have b een
lost to those who found themselves
more intri gued by the beer.
Hunt said, "The keg seemed to be
more of an attraction than J-Live. It
wa sn't the type of music my friends
or I listen to, but there seemed to be

Beer Review

India p ale ales of Maine
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and Stone Coast ba ttle it out,
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By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

India pale ale is a style of beer that
was made for export to the troops of
Colonial India.
English brewers had to make a high
gravity beer that could mature during
the long sea voyage from England to
India. The beer also had to withstand
seyoral extreme temperature changes,
Maine IPAs don't have to travel so far
to make it to our door, but we expect
the snme quality as those thirsty soldiers.
Two of Maine's up-and-coming
brew companies battled it out in this
review. We put Stone Const head-tohead with Sea Dog Brewing Company
to find out who makes the belter IPA.
This week's palate panelists come
from room 116 In tho Harold and Bibby
Alfond Residences, Tliey willfull y volunteered their time and thoughts,
The first beer they sampled was Sen
Dog's Old East India: India Palo Ale.
Tlie Sen Dog had a nice, brownishamber color with a medium body nnd
light carbonntion, Tlie head was beige
and long-lnsling.
Our panelists dpscrlbcd the beer as
being veiy sour nnd bitlor, wh ich Is n
common characteristic for IPAs,
"I don't like the aftertaste, lt real ly
bugs mo. Bronthlng out of my motilh, I
get this metallic taste," Kim Longono
'03 said;
"Tho nftor tnsto is good, It Is surprisingly refreshing for a bitter beor,"

Amanda Surette '03 said,
Stone Coast's 420 IPA features
leaves and a bright glaring sun on the
design,
"Is this hippy beer? I think this beer
should come with a Pink Floyd CD,"
Alexis Frobin '03 said when she picked
the beer up.
The Stone Coast features a nice,
golden-amber color with a light body
and light carbonation according to the
panelists, Tliey also described lt os
having better head retention.
Tlie panelists were not impressed
with the smell of the beer,
"Ifs nasty, kind of like rancid butter," Surelte said. '
"It lias a rich buttery odor, kind of
metallic too. It isn't very pleasant. It
smells like hippy ass," Timothy Clark
'03 said.
After tasting the Stone Const, the
ponellsts still hod negative criticisms.
"Ifs too bitter and nnsly. llie taste
hits you hard , Ono of the worst beers
I've ever ha d," Surello said,
"Tills Is the most biltcr beer I've
ever tasted, Now I'm look ing forw a r d
to a refreshing Natty Light to improve
the night," Clnrk snid,
"Ugh, the aftertaste will not go
away," Lnngone snld,
In a unanimous vote, the panelists
preferred Sea Dog's IPA over St ono
Coast,
Lnngon e, who was not a very big
f an of either selection/ snld , "I can see
someone liking the Sc'n Dog, but [Ihu
Stone Const] Is gross,"

ty : •
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Crazy Daisey brings his antics to Colby.
By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

and Dance
The Theater
Department's new season starts off
big as Colby welcomes back the talented Mike Daisey '96. Daisey
brings his Off-Broadway hit "21 Dog
Years: Doing Time @ Amazon.com"
to Strider Theater Friday, Sept. 27.
The one-man show chronicles
Daisey's life working at Amazon as
he traces the rise and fall of the Dotcom culture.
Daisey uses comedy to critique
the lifestyle of corporate America.
"21 Dog Years" was a big success at
the Cherry Lane Theatre, and it has
received rave reviews.
"What is Mike? Mike is highly
imaginative, eccentric, sharp-witted
and very honest," Adjunct Associate

is
Mike highly
^g
imaginative,
eccentric, sharp- witted and very honest.
He had a constant
hum of creativity and
theater and writing
became Ms
-»
^
J
$l+W
vehicle.
— Jim Thurston
Theater & Dance Dept.
Professor of Theater and Dance Jim
Thurston said. "He had a constant
hum of creativity, and theater and

Music at Colby
Series starts off
with Brazilian
and Jazz music

writing became his vehicle.''
Writing did not become his vehicle only after graduation.
During Daisey's time at Colby,he
created his own major, aesthetics, for
which he took a combination of
English and theater classes. He also
served as the poetry editor of the
Pequod.
"He always had his pencil in his
hand, always observing and finding
ways to use that material," Thurston
said.
Inspired by esteemed playwrights like Bertolt Brecht and
Samuel ,Beckett, Daisey wrote and
produced original works, such as
"Heroes turn / the inner life of
Bertolt Brecht."
He won the Katherine Rogers
Murphy prize for original poetry
with Meadow Dibble '96.
While at Colby,Daisey participated in at least 11productions, seven
of which were departmental. He was
active with Powder & Wig and produced a few shows on his own.
"As an individual and performer,
he has versatility and range of emotion," Thurston said.
Daisey has been praised f or his
roles in "Waiting for Godot" and
"Much Ado About Nothing." He
performed in front of a packed
house in David Mamef s "American
Buffalo" in October of 1994; the play
went on tour in January 1995.
Daisey recently released a book
based on "21 Dog Years."
"If 11be great seeing him walking
the boards that h e used to walk as a
student," Thurston said, "the stage
is a n atur al place for him to be."

By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR
This year's Mu sic at Colby series
promises to be diverse and exciting.
The series will feature many worldrenowned acts, as well as several series
regulars and Colby's own musical
groups.
The season officially starts this week
with a concert given by David Burgess
in Given Auditorium on Sunday, Sept.
15 at 3 p.m. Burgess's guitar playing is
admired by critics across the nation. He
has won several awards, including first

Volk, Colby theater's own renaissance man

By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

In the spring of 2002, on e week
before opening night, an actor quit
the cast of Anthony Clarvoe's "The
Living." Dennis Barnett, a visiting
professor in the Theater and Dance
Dep artment, asked dep ar tmental
staff who they believed cou ld learn
the part in such short notice.
They suggested Andrew Volk
'05.
Although just a first-year student at the time, Volk was already

prize at the Andres Segovia Fellowship
Competition.
Burgess' con cer t is titled "Guit ar
Music of Brazil" and features different
music styles that range from tango to
bossa nova^ jazz and popular music.
Much of his music features several
of Brazil's finest composers.
The following weekend, the
Grammy Award-winning New York
Voices will visit Colby. They will hold
"The Strider Concert" in the Page
Commons room on Saturday, Sept. 28
at 7:30 p„m.
New York Voices, which has been

iipi^^
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Until Dark."
Volk was very willing to accept
the part in "The Living." Barnett
approached him just after he had
finished with "Wait Until Dark"
and Volk said, "What the hell.". ;
Many thought "The Living" {
was a great performance. But had
it not been for Volk/ the show may
not have been such a success. •< ¦
Volk prefers acting, but he loves
every aspect of theater.. He did
production work with last year's
Colby Dance Theater and works in
the scene shop with Technical
Director of tlie Theater and Dance
Department John Erviii. Volk is 4;
also a technical director for Powder
^
& Wig and plans to stage-managed
their spring production of ".The.
Imaginary Invalid."
Volk also performs with SHOC
improv. He performed .several skits
during a wellness presentation oif
Sept. 4 for first-year students.
;
"Now I'll probably be known as
that homosexual guy with STDs to S^
tlie freshmen class," Volk said. ' ^
Surprisingly, Volk did not per;
actively involved in the Theater form in a single theatrical show
while in high school. His only preand Dance Department.
Pushed to audition by his Head vious theater experiences were two
Resident Rebecca Sharp'02, Volk mu sicals in midd le sch ool and a
was really excited about receiving few high school acting and public
a p ar t in "The Winter's Tale." His speaking classes.
•
Volk really enjoys actings *
experience with that play sparked
his desire to continue acting, and Though he does not plan to pursue ^
he went on t o receive roles in it pr of essionally, he wants to be >
A dju nct Associate Prof essor of involved in community theater
Th eater and D ance R ich a rd later in life.
"It's such a rush to be on stage,
Sewell's last production at Colby,
"The Maroni Notebook," and the to actually take on another perPowder & Wig pr oduction of "Wait sona," Volk said.

around for 25 years is an cappella vocal
group that primarily sings jazz, but
they also perform a variety of styles,
from Brazilian to R&B.
Current members are Darmon
Meader, Kim Nazarian, Lauren Kinhan
and Peter Eldridge. Meader is the son
of Abbot Meader, a former art professor at Colby.
"It's great to be in Central Maine
and be able to hear some world class
performances," Associate Professor of
Music Steven Saunders said.
The music series will also feature
many of Colby's musical ensembles,

such as the Symphony Orchestra, Wind
Ensemble,. Jazz Band and . Collegium
Musicum, -with concerts in late October
and November. Their programs will
feature music about race, gender arid
Advent, a religiou s season beginning
four Sundays before Christmas.
Adjunct Professor of Music Cheryl
Tschanz and Elizabeth Patches, a member of the Music Association, both have
concerts planned. The Colby Faculty
Recital is scheduled for iSaturday, Oct., 5
at 7:30 p.m. in Given Auditorium. , '"
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"Possession:9' the flare of love :
By CRISTINA JALERU
STAFF WRITER
, Long live poetry and long live
good movies that remind us of the
charm of the English language.
Lethargic and comatose after
watching many blockbusters that
busted my wallet and blocked my
imagination, I was immediately Red
Bull-ed by the film adaptation of A.
S. Byatt's Booker Prize-winning
"Possession."
Set in two parallel periods, the
story follows two scholars of literature living in present-day London
who discover a well-hidden love
correspondence between two
Victorian-era poets. United by passion for their work^ they trace the
clandestine love story almost to the
point of emulating it,
Roland Michell (Aaron Eckhart)
is a stereotypical American, who,
during his fellowship as a research
assistant for a respectable British
academician; discovers some letters
that suggest Randolph Henry Ash
(Jeremy Northam), the poet they
were assiduously stud ying, had an
illicit love affair with Christabel
LaMotte (Jennifer Ehle), a lesbian
poet.
Curious to see whether his suspicions will lead to a grandiose discovery, Roland unites with Mrtud
by
Gwyneth
Bailey—played
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Paltrow, who is as good and as stiff feelings are expressed both visuall y
as the drink— another Victorian era and linguistically with the elegance
of romantic Victorian hesitations, - •
specialist.
The tormented lovers speak with
As they unravel more secrets
about the poets, Michell and Bailey's ease; their letters and poems have an
*•
relationship predictably evolves into ,< almost surreal tone.
Most of these scenes take place I
one of romance.
Simultaneously, the actual love indoors with candlelight; thus, the |
story between Ash nnd LnMotle is images become softer and morc .J I
frngmentnll y Inserted throughout meaningful. The predominance of 1
color in mnny of the scenes make'! B
the movie.
Their flnring chen*iHtry is the real tho narration seem like a gallery 0f I
Hceno-stenlor of the movie. Their painted emotions,
' 1
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Field hockey wins season opener

,

Colby I-Play: something for everyone
By HEATHER LERSCH

;, ^ .

^
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Melissa Mullen'05 takes a shot aga inst Husson College's goalie.
"By ERICA AYOTTE

The offense was also on fire
from the first whistle. The teamwork of captain Lyndsay Peters
'03, Michaelyn Bortolotti '05 and
Wendy Bonner '05 on the forward
line created many scoring opportunities/ as well. They caused nine
corners in the first half alone, but
rarely got a shot on net.
Bonner had a tremendous
game with three goals, including a
successful penalty stroke. Katie
Gilroy '06 scored the other goal on
a pass from Peters.
Scrappy midfielders Injoo Han
'04 and Kelly Welch '04 played
well, running the length of the
field supporting both the offense

>,, SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby field hockey team
defeated Husson College, 4-1, in
,„ r their non-league season opener
,., Juesday, Sept. 10.
The Mules' defense clearly
,i t r dominated Husson in the first
,,M half; their tenacious defense kept
,Vir the ball out of their circle for most
<wj p f the half. Captain Jennifer
; Brenneman '03, Lauren Smith '05
and Kristin Putnam '05 all
smacked their free-hits hard and
on the ground. Their quick transitions set up break aways and passing lanes.
*'

.

Colby I-Play is off to another
exciting . start for the . 2002-2003
school year. Andrea Piekarski '04
and Bill Ford '05, the I-Playcommissioners, plan to provide fun for
everyone by organizing intramural
sports in which any Colby student
can participate.
"Everyone always has a good
time, thaf s why I-Play is so popular," Piekarski said, "it gives people
a chance to play sports without having to be as committed to a varsityregimented schedule,'' '
I-Play sports are divided into, two
leagues, recreational and competitive. Recreational teams are co-ed,
and must have at least one female
player; females are mandatory to
insure, that women have a chance to

BRAD SEYMOUR/THECOLBY .ECHO

and the defense.
The Mules got a little quieter in
the second half.
Husson, consequently, got a
few more scoring opportunities in
the form of two corners.
Goalie Carrie Morin '03, play- .
ing in her first field hockey game (
since high school, blocked every
shot except for one, which was
scored late in the second half.
• ' This win was a positive start to
the season. Colby field hockey's
first New England Small College
Athletic Conference game is Sept.
14 atBates.

Here s What s Playing Friday,Sept 13
through Thursday, SepL 19

OUg i-fOUEl PHOT®
R Nightly at 5:00, 7:00 9:00
.
Matinees Sat/Sun at 1-.00.3:00

®§I8L
THE R@®®B
Nightly at 7:10 ,
Matinees Sat/Sun at 3:10

¦ ¦*mim pat

QflEEIC WEB-BEN®
PG Nightly at 5:15. 9:05
Matinees Sat/Sun at 1:15

$1.00 Off *
With a Student I.D.

TENNIS: Youthf ul team looks promising
Continued from Page 12

by the ITA and Hughes placed even
higher in singles; she was ranked
ninth in the Northeast and 36th in
the nation.
With eight scheduled events
starting with the season opener
Saturday, Sept. 21 at Tufts, the
women have a fuller fall schedule
than the men. Their home opener
will be Saturday, Oct. 5 against
Amherst.
With several talented freshman
including Amanda Stein '06 and
Matt Morrison'06 added to the roster, Colby tennis should be able to
achieve Wienski's goals for the

three upperclassmen on the roster:
'jenny Grace '03, Caren Harris '03
.•and Britt Palmedo '03. Palmedo was
-the number-two singles player last
year and was ranked 24 in the
"Slortheast by the ITA, while compiling a 9-3 record.
1"The team's strength however is
.^finitely-in its youth. Last season's
"number-one singles player, Sara
Hughes '05, and her number onedoubles partner, Christina Pluta '05
both returned. Hughes and Pluta
were ranked 14th in the Northeast
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ongoing tennis team, for example,
because the varsity teams need the
•
courts;"
Notices will be placed in the
Digest of General Announcements
as to the- start of individual I-Play
seasons and the roster deadlines. To
organize your own team, go to the
Student Activities office and fill out
a roster, llie only restriction is that
in-season varsity athletes cannot
participate in their current sport.
Funding for. equipment and other
needs is provided by the College.
"Our hope is that a lot of people
will continue to keep on [participating in] I-Play sports," Piekarski said.
"There's something for everyone, no
matter what sport you like."
;
Anyone interested in becoming a
referee or with any further questions
should contact Piekarski or Ford at

participate. Competitive teams can
be organized in any manner, and are
usually comprised of former highschool players.
"The competitive teams are especially enthusiastic, with fewer forfeits," Ford said. "There's usually
blood, sweat and glory out there."
This fall there will be the usual
soccer, field hockey, water polo and
flag football leagues. The winter
months will be filled with competing brobmball teams and 3-on-3.or 5on-5 basketball teams.
For the spring, Piekarski and
Ford plan to organize another
triathlon and home-run derby, along
with the usual spring softball tournament.
"The problem is that there is limited space for I-Play," Piekarski said,
"That's why we can't really have an

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

V

upcoming season.
According to Wienski, she faces
the challenge of maintaining each
player's personal development
while promoting team cohesion.
With only six seniors between both
teams and no juniors to bridge the
gap to the sophomore and freshmen
classes, there exists the potential for
unstable team chemistry, However,
winning best promotes team chemistry, and Wienski plans to demand a
hi gh level of intensity from her players to perpetuate Colby's winning
tradition and to qualify for post season play.
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DAVE & BETTY BEGIN
47 Majn St.
Waterville , Me
873-1010
Tues.-Fri.
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.
7:30 a.m.-12 Noon
Closed Sun. & Mon.
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Men's' soccer defeats Thomas
By HEATHER LERSCH

By ERICA AYOTTE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Winning the Elm City Bowl
Sunday Sept. 8, the Colby men's
soccer tea m def eated Th omas
College, 7-0.
"It was really great to start out
with this win," Jamie Yurek '03 said.
More important th an the actual
win, h owever, is the fact th at this
game demonstrated that tlie Mules
have a well-rounded team.
They won the game because
both their offense and their defense
were quick, tough an d constantly
thinking. Moreover, there was not
just one star player; many members
of the team contributed to the overall victory.
Goalkeeper Brian Davidson '05
made two saves.
"Our offense provided us with
some great goals, which was key,"
Yurek said of th e team's a ggressive
win.
Yurek scored one goal within the
first 15 minutes; he also had two
assists during the game. Zach Shull
'03, Ch ris French '03, Trevor
MeWilliams '05 and Mike Nguyen
.
BRAD SEYMOUR/COLBY ECHO
'06 each contributed one assist and
Defeating
the
only
other
Waterville
College,
Men's
soccer
won
the
2002
Elm
City
Bowl.
one goal. Brian Kasarjian '06 and
Taylor Bemis '05 scored th e other
MeWilliams.
Before halftime, th eir sophomores and first-years
This game will begin New
two goals.
"We saw some good solid min- Kasarjian '06 also scored his first this season. The team has hi gh England Small College Athletic
expectations.
Conference competition. "The real
u tes ou t of the fres hmen," Yurek collegiate goal.
Saturda y Sept. 14 at 2 p.m. the test will be this , weekend at Bates,"
With a mix of upperclassmen
said. Nguyen, wh o entered th e
game at 26:26, scored his first colle- and first-years , the Colby men's White Mules will play the Bates Yurek said. "Thaf s when our season really begins."
giate goal on a p ass f rom soccer team will look especially to Bobcats at Bates.

Ready to Run
Colby X-Country ready f o r a competitive season
SUZANNE SKINNER

Aitken said. "We've j u st got a lot
more talent and depth."
Th e w innin g tea m of Anna
The season looks bright for Cr istina Sisson '04, Elizabeth
both the women's and men 's Turner '06, Marissa Sowles ' 05,
cross-country teams. With talent- Anna Sommo '04 and Hillar y
ed first-years joining the team and E aster '06 had an overall, comthe return of solid leaders, both bined time of 45:45.94.
teams should have successful sea"That time is better than any
sons.
tea m's -time that won (this same
"There is no question in my event) four years ago," Aitken
mind that this team is way ahead said. Four years ago was the last
of where they were last year," time that the Mules qualified for
women's cross-country coach Nationals.
Debra Aitken said. In the pre-sea"The NESCAC (New Eng la n d
son trials "six people ran faster Small
College
Athletic
than our top runner, last year."
Conference) is so ridiculousl y
The Mules showed that they competitive," Aitken said. "I don't
were not just fast in practice. The want to make any big predictions
Mules ran a relay race against the unti l I get some more results."
University of Southern Maine on
On Saturday Sept. 21, Colb y
Saturday Sept. 7. This annual race will run in the University of
is organized differentl y from a M a s s a c h u s e 11 s - D a r t m o u t h
regular in-senson meet. Both Invitational.
schools divide their runners into
Coach James Wescott of , the
teams of five. "The hope is that men's cross-country team is not as
each leg will be pretty close excited as Aitken, however he also
together," Aitken said.
believes that his team is going to
This hope, however, was not have a fair season.
realized. "All four of our teams
"They look good," Wescott
camo ahead of thoir two teams," said,'
MANAGING EDITOR

The Mules have some solid harriers coming back this year, who
will most likely continue to be the
base of the team. "Nat Brown '04
is a two time N.C.A.A. particip ant," Wescott said. "He leads our
group." Running close behind
Brown is Eric Reinauer '04, who
last year was both All-State and
AU-ECAC, Justin Sukiennik '03,
who was also AU-ECAC, will be
retur ning as well. Last year 's
Rookie-of-the-Year Rich Downing'
05 has come back in great shape.
"There have been two surprises," Wescott
said. James
Thompson '06 has shown great
promise, and Brian Hurley' 03 has
joined the team for the fi rst time.
"I'm really qu ite excited," Wescott
said.
Wescott also thinks it is a little
earl y to make concrete predictions
about the coming season.
However, "I think we'll be able to
vie for top 10 in Division III
(Championships)" Wescott said.
The men's cross-country team
will also be competing in the
U.Mass-Dartmouth Invitational
on Saturday Sept. 21,,

Campus health centers
encourage injury prevent ion
By HEATHER LERSC H

to follow [prcciuilionnry instructions]
if they wnnt to get bnck out there and
hnve fun," Adnms snld, "It's important
With over a hundred patients per to be carefu l nnd know your body nnd
Physical
day, the
Therapy it's limits,"
Deportments nl both the GarrisonThere nro precnulionnry menBures
roster Health Center and Iho Harold thnt ono can take to lessen one's
Alfond Athletic Center nre constantly chnncos of visiting Adnms, "If you're
seeing new patients,
working n lot during practice, the first
' "We nre definitely a busy operation. slop [In injury prevention] is proper
We probabl y hn d nbout 14,000-20,000 hydration," Adnms Bnid , "Whon you
visits Inst yonr, which is not unusual for nllow yourself to become doh y drn tus," 11m Adnms, director of physical ed,„your body becomes stressed out
therapy an d sports med icine, snld, Tor from tho rigorous nclivlly nnd so It
23 years, Adnms hnB treated varsity can't handle [the strain,] Thnl' s when
nlhleles both before nnd af ter dally var- you pull n muscle or gel n bad sprain,"
sity team prnclicoH; ho also (rents non- Adnms nlso ndvlscs nlhloles to focus
vnrsily nlhloles,
on proper nutrition , gelling enough
"Unci* sport Is ' uniqu e," Adnms vltnmlns on n dnil y bnsls nnd galling
snid, "btil fractures, spra ins, stra i n s plenty of real,
nnd dislocations tend lo bo tho most
"Stretching Is nlso something ihnt licommon Injuries Hint wo see, very bnslc but very Important. It helps
However, injuries definitely depend on wllh bolh flexibility nnd nn nthlelo'B
wholhor or not Iho sport Is n contact range of motion," Adnm s snld,
sporl or not,"
"Stretching am bo mndo oven onslor by
. "Jnjuied nllilcles nl tho college lovol using cither n Thcrn-Unnd or simply it
nil lend to Jwvo iho same montnllly; lowol nnd enn bo done right in n dorm
Ihoy wont to piny Iho sport flint thoy room ," Tliofio tools prevent bouncing
lovo nnd so 'hey ronllzo lluU thoy hnv o movements nnd nid in cronllng n slow,
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Division I sports: more |
¦
money, more problems|

comfortabl e stretch,
Adnms is concerned nbout the
increased use of steroids, supplements
nnd performance enhancers, "These
items nre not' regulated by Ihe FDA
[Food nnd Drug Administrat ion] nnd
you've got to be really careful with
what you're Inking," Adnms snid, "The
people soiling these items nre not concerned nbout nlhleles , They are onl y
concerned nbout marketing and big
business,"
Athletes who tnko supplements
should rend nil labels nnd make sure
thnt Ihey nre educated nbout the contents, Adnms snid,
"If you nre anting well, drinking
plen ty of wnler, getting enough reel,
then you don't need thnt stuff ," Adnnifl
snl d,
Most Colby students nro "good to
work with nnd generally follow
Instru ct i on s," Adnms snld, Tho conchIng staff "informs their nlhleles correctly nbout proper Injury prevention techniques nnd re-enforces whnt llie nlhlel|
c (minors linvo told their nlhlulcs,"

J.: J I '; •
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athletics is supposed to teach.
SPORTSEDITOR
"When you're dealing with scholarship money, a lot of politics is
The.recruitment process and career involved," ,Head lacrosse Coach .4
of Division I athletes are often sensa- Robert Quinn, who has coached at the , ,
tionalized. Movies such as "He Got Division-I level said.
•-'
Game" portray the athletes as having
Sports generate millions of dollars
fame and money showered upon them in cash for their respective universities.
because of their playing abilities. In In some cases, the athletic department
reality,however, most Division I ' ath- is expected to make enough money '
letes' lives resemble "Rudy."
from ticket sales, merchandise arid
"In some ways, they [Division I television contracts to support itself
programs] own you," Marcella Zalot, without aid from the board of trustees'. ¦
Director of the Colby Athletic
The lucrative programs support the s
Department and a former employee of less media-saturated sports such ,as. .
the N.C.A.A. said.
crew, volleyball and lacrosse. Thus,
Schools with Division I sports pro- these large universities are ''hiring''
grams compete to attract the best play- their athletes to turn a profit. Instead of
ers by offering them scholarships. A cultivating teamwork, each player is
scholarship is supposed to provide a competing against teammates for the ;
vehicle for a student to get an educa- star position.
tion, but the commitment to the ath"I Would much rather eliminate the
letes' education often gets lost in the athletic scholarship," Quinn said.Vv
win-at-all-costs attitude of some insti- "We're here because of our acade-*-*
'»
tutions.
mics."
Division III sport programs do not
If a player becomes injured or if a
better player is recruited, according to offer athletic scholarships. An athlete
Zalot, an athlete could lose some, if not "play [s] a sport because [they] love to
all of the scholarship.
play it. Philosophically I believe thaf s
Grueling practice schedules also what athletics are all about. That is '
impede the student/athletes' ability to why T work at a Division-IH school,"
commit to their academics. Because of Zalot said. These athletes receive no .
the time commitment required by monetary compensation for the time /
Division I sports, many athletes end up and effort they devote to their sport or
majoring in hockey instead of chem- sports. According to Zalot, the satisfac^
istry,English or economics.
Hon Division DI athletes derive from
The business aspect of many high- competition and from working with
profile collegiate sports also taints the their teammates is remittal enough for
spirit of teamwork and leadership that the hours of practice time.

Mu§e gets a makeover

New mule hopes to garner respect f rom other NESCAC mascots.
By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR
The look of the familiar Colby
mascot, the White Mule, has been
changed.
The creator of the new logo, Leo
Pando, hopes that this new look will
gain tho Colby Mule some respect
among the ranks of the other New
England Small College Athletic
Conference school mascots that
include the Bnles Dobcnt nnd the
.
Tufts Jumbo.
"When I wns nsked to create n
now Colby Mule logo, foremost on
my mind were the importance of n
bold , friendly, recognlznble Icon
,especially in n world of short attention spnns, where one Is constantly
bombnrded with Imagery) and the
public perception of whnt a mule is

IMAGE COURTESY OF COLBY ATHLETIC

- '
and isn't," Pando said to the Morrison '03 said,
Many believe the mascot now "}
Morning Sentinel.
"The majority [of people] see looks more professional and is a betmules as stubborn beasts of burden. ter representation of the spirit of
Phrases like 'stubborn as a mule' Colby athletics.
Nevertheless, some students
and 'mule-headed' are deeply rooted, Lef s face it, mules have a public want to keep the happy-looking
relations problem. However, I have mule as the school's mascot, "I think
not bought into these generaliza- its funny. It kind of cheers me.up,"
tions. For starters, mules have much Claire Walsh '06 said ,
"I knew going Into the Colby ,
more endurance than horses and are
much more intelligent," Pando snid, Mule logo project that I could not{
Nonetheless, the mule is most please everyone, It's next to Impossioften ridiculed for its sterility, "the ble to get a group consensus on nny- offspring from [the pairing of a don- thing, much loss aesthetics. I'v e ,
key and a horse] Is almost always received all sorts of comments, both 1,
sterile and that' s probably the worst positive and negative, on the mule
thing you enn say nbout mules," he logo, From personal experience, •!••
know it will eventually become
snid,
i
The mule in the old image looked accepted and even second nature,"
like "it wns'in a perpetual stnte of Pando snid, He hopes the entire
drug-induced euphoria,", Lnurn community will "wenr it proudly," i

Colby Tennis: young but talented
Uy ZACH RUSSEM

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Aflor n strong 2001-2002 sensor*
for both tho men and women's
teflins, Colby t enn i s Is on gor for th e
start of its fnll schedule with whnt
conch Julio Wlenskl cnlls her "best
sqund over," Tho men's team Is currently ranked 13th In the
Inlorcolloglnto Tennis AsBoclntion 's
northonst region nnd the women's
tenm is ranked ninth; tho women's
town was ranked 27th in iho nnllon
nt iho end of Inst yonr ' season,

The mon will look to veterans 25-26, As tho event Ib so far away; It
Richnrd Cook '03, Richnrd Harbison is difficult to predict tho outepme.
'03 and John McMnnignl '03 to lend
, The mon have a light fnll cnlendnr
th eir youn g but talented tenm,
with only two events scheduled for.
Wienski listed improving Colby 's , September and one , for October, They
f i n ish i n th o N ew Englan d Smnll 'season gets underway Saturday,';
College Athletic Conference ns an Sept, 14 nt Amherst College, Colby
important goal for tho upcoming men's, tennis will not piny at home
season , The men's tenm will have to unt il . April 11 against New York
dethrone ninc-Uma defending chnm- University,
The enntnins nnd plnying rank of
plon Wllllnms Collogo If thoy hope
to win the NESCAC chnmplonship. the women's tenm have nlso not yet
Tho mon linvo a long time to propnro been determined. Thoy only have
for this chal lenge; tho NESCAC
championship Is scheduled for April
CoVmtted on Paao 11 • •*
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